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ABSTRACT
Human-computer interaction (HCI) is a tool-intensive domain. The multitude of perspectives yields a significant diversity in terms of processes, methods, and tools. Toolkits can support practitioners in selecting and applying appropriate tools for specific tasks. However, in order to be used effectively, toolkits must be designed well. Given the heterogeneous perspectives within the HCI community, we propose to start by differentiating between methodical and technical toolkits. Further, we argue for embracing human-centered design methods (methodical toolkits) to systematically develop high-quality (technical) toolkits. Finally, we focus on challenges and opportunities by presenting examples from many years of working on methodical toolkits for design and usability engineering. Our intention is to share research experiences on methodical toolkits and juxtapose it with the technical toolkit expertise of the workshop participants. Thus, we hope to steer the discussion towards a holistic understanding that promotes toolkits as a research method for HCI and, ideally, develop a tool-chain that supports the systematic design of high-quality technical toolkits.
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INTRODUCTION
Human-computer interaction brings together people from various backgrounds equipped with their very own processes, methods, and tools. Frankly, this can be blessing and curse at the same time. But we embrace the opportunities which arise from multidisciplinary collaboration more than we fear the possibility of failure.

Our approach towards researching, designing and evaluating interactive systems can be described as tool-supported human-centered design (HCD). While the principles of HCD are thoroughly described by the ISO standard [3] we want to shed light upon our concept of human-centered tool-support for the design of interactive systems. Most generally speaking, one needs the right tool at the right time for the job one seeks to accomplish. Given the vast number of methods and tools [16] within our domain, toolkits can be regarded as facilitators.

What is a toolkit in general and what is it for us?
Toolkits are capable of bridging the gap between concept design and full implementation by facilitating rapid prototyping and the exploration of novel designs without in-depth technical knowledge [5,10,15]. However, to make our point, we propose a differentiation between technical and methodological toolkits.

Technical toolkits are platforms for rapid prototyping comprising hardware and software building blocks.

Methodical toolkits are collections of methods together with information on when and how to apply them.

As with many terms we are concerned with (e.g. design) the term toolkit leaves ample room for interpretation. Since we like to bring a new perspective to the discussion, this differentiation seems somewhat necessary. Our goal is to find ways to systematically produce high-quality toolkits. Thus, we first need to establish a common ground for the discussion. This, we achieve by agreeing upon what a toolkit is and what is not (or should be or should not be) and how we go about designing toolkits. Taking this thought further, we state that both are inter-connected. Technical toolkits are the tools used by the users to create a specific outcome while methodical toolkits define the overall process of methods, for which technical toolkits need to be developed. They share common goals and should not be considered in isolation: Speeding up the process while being easy-to-use; mitigating engineering challenges; lowering the entry bar for engagement; allowing to easily experiment, build and evaluate; improving the quality of the solution; improving interdisciplinary skills; creating a common understanding about the relevance of HCD while at the same time supporting the process with tools for its implementation.
**Why are we interested in toolkits?**

Löwgren [7] reasonably distinguishes between engineering design and creative design. The former applies wherever the problem is comprehensively described and the mission is to find one solution to the problem. The latter is described as a tight interplay between problem setting and problem solving where the design space is explored via many parallel ideas and concepts. With each of the authors coming from opposing ends of this spectrum, our collaboration pursues a synthesis of both approaches on a methodical level. Our prime vehicle of scientific and methodical exchange is our shared interest in toolkits. More precisely, we are interested in toolkits as a research method for HCI. Following the research through design approach, we can state that communication among the HCI research and practice community relies heavily on research artifacts [18]. Building theses artifacts requires technical tools as well as, and this is important to us, process and method knowledge - hence our distinction between technical and methodical toolkits. Ideally, toolkits are collections of tools developed or curated by experts to put knowledge and practice community relies heavily on research artifacts which then serve to communicate ideas, attitudes and solutions to the practice community. Taking this thought even further, we could ultimately use these thoroughly designed toolkits, methodically and technically, in a participatory manner to actively create awareness for the HCI approach and support the establishment of HCD in e.g. organizational settings.

**CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES**

**Challenge 1: Toolkits as a Research Method for HCI**

Having engaged in toolkit design and evaluation ourselves we can state that building a path towards tool-supported research first and foremost assumes to overcome the lack of common language in terms of methods and tools among the HCI community. Often we find ourselves talking about the same activity or outcome but calling it by different names. This is certainly owed to historical disciplinary perspectives [13]. It is one of the reasons why we proposed the distinction between technical and methodical toolkits in the first place. By doing so we add complexity but we also clarify our standpoint. HCD offers a framework to systematically understand such different perspectives and should therefore be applied to toolkit design. It provides an opportunity to foster collaboration through understanding. Establishing such a common ground may result in great opportunities to push the envelope of the field. By emphasizing the interplay of process and artifacts can elevate our communication in terms of transparency, traceability and reproducibility with the goal of motivating and attracting e.g. students, business partners, and many more to adopt the human-centered mindset.

**Challenge 2: Designing and Building Toolkits**

Generally speaking, to design something of quality requires a clear and robust notion of the needs you want to satisfy and whom you are designing for. A standardized process for this is HCD (‘engineering design’ [7]). At the same time, HCD provides leeway for exploring design spaces in a more creative manner (‘creative design’ [7]). In a nutshell, it is a framework that offers guidance for design and development activities. However, it comes to live only through the people who apply it. This is also the reason why although standardized it is often applied incorrectly due to a
lack of knowledge or resources [13, 14]. Thoroughly designed toolkits could be a remedy. Hence, the challenge would be to find a way to systematically design high quality technical and methodical toolkits, which achieve the aforementioned goals. The opportunity in the context of this workshop could be to identify a tool-chain that may facilitate toolkit design.

**Challenge 3: Methods for Evaluating Toolkits**
Current attempts to evaluate toolkits comprise efforts to compare different toolkits with one another [17]. We would rather argue for a usability testing approach. Following this idea, when evaluating toolkits, we must focus on three aspects: Quality of outcome for the toolkit’s purpose (intended users, their tasks and intended outcome); but also, quality of outcome for the process, which may include more stakeholders (receiver of the outcome) than just the intended user; Chain of information. Input & output. To support the whole process of transformation of information in a holistic tool-driven approach. During the workshop we want to discuss strategies to ensure and implement the testing perspective in toolkit design.

**SUCCESSFUL TOOLKITS**
In order to further elaborate on our proposed categorization, we present a number of toolkits for each category, technical, methodical and hybrid, that in our own experience worked well with clients and students alike.

**Toolkit 1: Technical Toolkits**
We present examples from our domain, which is predominantly concerned with software design and usability engineering. We focus on interface prototyping software that supports code-less prototyping of GUls acknowledging recent developments towards a human-centered approach. These tools are quite often also used by non-experts (design or HCD). We chose two popular examples, Axure [2] and Adobe XD [1] to make our point. These products are relevant because both go beyond pixel design. Adobe XD and Axure have increasingly adopted a process approach, i.e. they integrated features that support testing and collaboration as part of a coherent workflow. Both products do not only address the designer but whole teams. They inherently uphold usability and user experience practices. This can be considered a success in terms of human-centred tool design. However, they do not yet represent an entire tool-chain in the sense that we propose beforehand.

**Toolkit 2: Methodical Toolkits**
We present one example of a hands-on methodical toolkit which enhanced our educational work with students but did also contribute to designing our very own toolkit presented in the Toolkit 3 part. Sprint [6] is a hands-on guide to the focused and effective application of the human-centered design approach in practice. It lays out how the Google Ventures team conducts design sprints as a consulting service for start-ups that struggle with developing their product. Essentially a design sprint is a five-day workshop, a variation of commonly known design thinking workshops. Each day is dedicated to accomplishing another goal in the development process. Each step encompasses different methods which have to be performed in order to move to the next phase. Sprints are literally compressed versions of the HCD process. What makes it so interesting is that it delivers quick and tangible results. Participants spend a given amount of time working intensively on a specific task. At the end of this focused period of time they can see or experience the artifacts they created, a pile of sticky notes, paper prototypes, etc. This quality conveys a feeling of efficiency and satisfaction for everyone involved and fulfils all requirements of a valuable experience. In absence of scientific evaluation, we can only tell from our experience that the sprint format works. Methods such as Crazy Eights bear great potential for motivating people who are usually reluctant to pick up pen and paper. The combination of story-telling and detailed tutorials makes it easy to apply and tailor design sprints.

**Toolkit 3: UX Method Toolkit**
The UX Method Toolkit is the result of Henrik’s master thesis [9]. For the most part it is a methodical toolkit which employs digital and analogue means to support HCD projects. It comprises 16 HCD methods. As a whole they constitute an entire HCD process. Most methods are suitable to be conducted during UX workshops with users unfamiliar with the methodology. The methods are represented as physical trading cards, digital method pages, and a database entry. All representations are interlinked. These artifacts are shipped in a sturdy briefcase emphasizing the physical presence and contributing to the overall user experience. The Toolkit provides multiple tools to navigate the collection and theoretically the domain itself. First, a visual selection tool – the method map – assigns the methods to phases. Second, QR codes link analogue and digital content. Third, an interactive infographic visualizes appropriate method sequences. These tools facilitate the application of the methods by providing video tutorials, print-able templates, and method-related metrics. This toolkit seeks to combine methodical and technical elements. It is an examination of the interplay of different toolkits within HCI. It is relevant in terms of lessons learned: It is hard to systematically evaluate toolkits with users; talking about methods can be difficult due to a lack of common language; one cannot draw a clear border between disciplines; one has to get the why and how-to across as efficiently as possible.
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- Report on current developments in ISO committees with regards to toolkits
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ABSTRACT
The scale and complexity of interactive systems research often require care in distinguishing: (1) the code that implements a system, versus (2) the research contribution demonstrated or embodied in a system. This position paper for the CHI 2017 workshop on #HCI.Tools reflects on this contrast and some common forms of contribution in interactive systems research. We explore several forms of interactive systems contribution based in differentiating: (1) what a system accomplishes, versus (2) how it accomplishes that. We argue some interactive systems should be considered sketches that use code as a medium to explore their research contributions, while others embody their contributions more directly in their code. Finally, we argue the progress and impact of our field requires diverse forms of contribution across interactive systems.

INTRODUCTION
The scale and complexity of modern interactive systems is daunting along several dimensions. Weiser characterized important aspects of this in a trend from many-to-1 (i.e., many people sharing a single device), to 1-to-1 (i.e., each person with a dedicated device), to 1-to-many (i.e., each person having many devices), to many-to-many (i.e., many people connected through many devices) [14]. As technology enters later stages of this trend, researchers now explore interactive systems that span multiple devices, require massive volumes of data to enable seemingly simple interactions, or require entire social networks before key aspects of their design can surface. Such barriers to real-world deployment of interactive systems create important challenges for interactive systems research.

This reflection focuses primarily on the relationship between code and contribution. Interactive systems research generally contains both, but they are not always well-distinguished. Prior discussions include consideration of the limitations of usability testing [6], examination of common pitfalls in evaluating interactive systems [11], and discussion of technical HCI research as an activity of invention that contrasts with activities of discovery [8]. Additional discussion considers how these challenges manifest or can be magnified in social computing systems [1], with their corresponding need for a critical mass of participation [7]. Our reflection is intended to complement existing discussions without contradiction.
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This position paper first considers the case where code is closely linked to contribution. It then explores cases where the link is less direct. Consistent with the workshop’s proposal to explore conceptual roles for toolkits in HCI research, we examine several forms of interactive systems contribution based in a differentiation of: (1) what a system accomplishes, versus (2) how it accomplishes that. We conclude with brief comments on our prior interactive systems research as a background for participation in the #HCI.Tools workshop.

WHEN CODE IS THE CONTRIBUTION
Some interactive systems research contributions are directly manifested in code. Although these are a minority, they are important for both: (1) their own research value and impact, and (2) the contrast they can provide for other styles of research. A well-known example is the $1 Recognizer, a template-based unistroke gesture recognizer implemented in approximately 100 lines of code [15]. The paper has been widely cited, both in applications that use the recognizer and in later extensions of the underlying recognition technique. A project website also hosts community implementations of the recognizer in multiple programming languages. The contribution and impact of this research thus directly results from solving a technical challenge in code that people can easily adopt and adapt in their applications and contexts.

Replication, Validation, and Extension
Discussions of replication within the CHI community often focus on experimental replication, which remains relevant in our current context. For example, the $1 Recognizer’s project website includes data to replicate its performance experiments. But contributions associated with code also provide opportunity for stronger validation: each future use of that code in a new application, or in a context beyond the original research, validates the underlying research contribution. This validation is riskier and therefore stronger than simply re-executing the original data analysis or replicating the prior experiment.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate this using a simple visual language we develop in figures throughout this paper. In Figure 1, we distill the contribution of the $1 Recognizer down to a circle. The circle is filled (i.e., purple) to indicate that contribution is novel. In contrast, we will use empty circles (i.e., white) to illustrate components of a system that are not themselves novel (e.g., replicate a prior result, otherwise already known). Figure 2 illustrates this in a research progression based on the $1 Recognizer. This progression begins with Protractor, a recognizer informed by techniques in the $1 Recognizer [9]. Protractor is then used in implementing Gesture Script, a novel tool for interactively authoring compound gestures [10].
Closed-form similarity metric (i.e., a novel inner circle). If we were to “zoom in” on Protractor and such illustrations can be considered at multiple scales. If we were to “zoom in” on Protractor, we would see they have many identical inner circles, but Protractor includes a novel relative to the $1 Recognizer, we would see they have many identical inner circles, but Protractor includes a novel relative to the $1 Recognizer. Many other progressions similarly trace back to the S1 Recognizer, and such illustrations can be considered at multiple scales. If we were to “zoom in” on Protractor relative to the S1 Recognizer, we would see they have many identical inner circles, but Protractor includes a novel closed-form similarity metric (i.e., a novel inner circle).

**WHEN CODE IS NOT THE CONTRIBUTION**

Most interactive systems contributions do not correspond so directly to their code. Identifying the contributions of a system can therefore be considered in terms of: (1) *what* a system accomplishes (i.e., the outer circle and its novelty), and (2) *how* a system accomplishes that (i.e., the inner circles and their novelty). We consider three important combinations.

Figure 3 illustrates the easiest case, for which interactive systems researchers often strive, and for which interactive systems reviewers are often most comfortable. The illustrated system accomplishes novel functionality (i.e., the outer circle, the *what*), enabled in part by novel techniques (i.e., the inner circles, the *how*). Such contributions can often be motivated either bottom-up (i.e., introducing novel inner techniques and then novel outer functionality they enable) or top-down (i.e., introducing novel outer functionality and then novel inner techniques required to achieve that functionality).

At the scale of a paper, validation can often focus on either the outer circle (i.e., the *what*) or the inner (i.e., the *how*). Researchers therefore have flexibility in deciding what to highlight. Individual reviewers may prefer novelty with regard to either the *what* (i.e., the outer circle) or the *how* (i.e., the inner circles), but a system that makes novel contributions in both is more robust to such variation in reviewer taste.

Figure 4 illustrates a system that uses known techniques to accomplish novel functionality. The challenge for researchers and reviewers is deciding whether the outer circle (i.e., the *what*) is a significant contribution (i.e., versus the case where both outer and inner circles are already known). Reasonable people may disagree regarding significance of contribution because “we already know” the inner circles. Such work is sometimes dismissed as “obvious”, but if no prior work has previously combined these pieces into the resulting functionality, a more appropriate question is whether that novel functionality is a significant contribution.

Figure 5 conversely illustrates a system that applies novel techniques in the context of known overall functionality. The challenge is deciding whether improvements to the inner circles are a significant contribution, and it seems inappropriate to dismiss that potential because the outer circle “has been done”. Such work is sometimes dismissed as “just engineering”, but a more appropriate question is whether the implications of novel inner techniques make them a significant contribution. These can include advances in performance or robustness, but a researcher is often wise to show how advances impact functionality (i.e., to convert this into our first case by showing how inner contributions enable novelty in the outer circle).
Many demonstrations are also sketches, emphasizing key contributions while leaving other aspects sketched. Most research systems are sketches in this regard, (i.e., dashed inner empty circles) and additional research still requires additional work implementing known techniques developed. But fully achieving its proposed functionality and to validate the novel techniques that were developed. This example includes concrete and novel contributions (i.e., solid inner filled circles) as part of a larger system sketching novel functionality. Dashed elements need additional work before they are fully achieved, but the sketch allows critique to focus on the current contributions.

Scale and Sketching
Given the above forms of contribution, we now return to the problem of scale and complexity. If a researcher’s intended contribution is the outer circle (i.e., the what), then elements of inner circles may be irrelevant. For example, consider a system that requires persistent storage, but has no interesting requirements of that storage. A decision to use a local file, a local database, or a cloud database will impact the system’s code, but is irrelevant to its research contribution. Conversely, if the intended contribution is an inner circle (i.e., the how), details of an outer circle may be irrelevant. Overall, a researcher is generally not developing a product and will make choices that impact code according to whatever is most expedient without sacrificing the research contribution. Instead of criticizing this as “research code”, or demanding unreasonable standards, we must remember the researcher pursues different goals than a product developer.

We believe many interactive systems developed in research should be considered sketches, as described by Buxton [2]. Sketches allow rapid exploration of many possibilities, with each sketch surfacing its key properties for critique. Sketches are also intentionally left ambiguous in many ways, with additional details to be defined if the idea is further pursued. This property expedites sketching because it allows proceeding without spending time or resources defining details. It also improves critique by remaining focused on important aspects.

Figure 6 extends prior examples to illustrate this, using dashed circles to show sketched elements. The system includes novel and concrete techniques, but other elements remain sketched. The system works well enough to demonstrate the proposed functionality and to validate the novel techniques that were developed. But fully achieving its proposed functionality still requires additional work implementing known techniques (i.e., dashed inner empty circles) and additional research addressing remaining challenges (i.e., dashed inner filled circles). Most research systems are sketches in this regard, emphasizing key contributions while leaving other aspects undeveloped. Many demonstrations are also sketches, aiming to validate the contribution of an inner circle by sketching multiple outer circles that are potentially enabled.

Visions and Realizations
Even more than a sketch, a technology vision suggests a direction while leaving many unanswered questions in how such a vision will actually be achieved. Figure 7 illustrates this with larger holes in the vision. Realizing the vision thus requires both: (1) research that addresses known challenges (i.e., circles that were sketched in the vision), and (2) research that defines and then addresses the larger holes in the vision.

Although the difference between a sketch and a vision is obvious at the extremes, the boundary between them is unclear and likely based in a judgment regarding the size of the holes. In visions with larger holes, it is increasingly likely the outer circle (i.e., the what, the vision) will be significantly changed in its realization (e.g., by implications of the specific inner circles developed in pursuing the vision), and therefore should often be considered a novel contribution. But even when a realization remains close to an original vision, there are often contributions in the inner circles needed to achieve that vision.

DISCUSSION
We have aimed to unpack common forms of contribution in interactive systems research, arguing those contributions are: (1) distinct from each other, and (2) often distinct from the code that is used as a medium to demonstrate or manifest a contribution. Our reflection is motivated by challenges we observe in researchers and reviewers conflating these aspects of work. If researchers believe their contributions are in one regard, while reviewers consider them in another, resulting mutual frustration generally undermines progress in our field.

In focusing on differentiating the what from the how, we have intentionally not engaged questions of validating either form of contribution. We have also not engaged questions of how much sketching is acceptable in a system, versus what aspects of a system must be more complete to be considered a contribution. Such questions seem better addressed in more specific contexts where they can be grounded in details of the work, but several points can be discussed more generally.

Irrelevant Detail and Irrelevant Replication
Some common pitfalls emerge when: (1) the difference between code and contribution is confused, or (2) notions of replicability in experimental contexts are misapplied in interactive systems. Consider the sketch from Figure 6, with a pair of novel techniques (i.e., solid filled inner circles). These techniques are intended as contributions and should be thoroughly reported so they can be understood and considered by reviewers. But desire for thoroughness sometimes leads reviewers to probe irrelevant details of a sketch. A known technique (i.e., a solid empty inner circle) has previously been validated. Use of a known technique is further validation, and it is likely inappropriate to expect the current work to explicitly revisit its validation. Similarly, the sketched inner circles should be considered only to the extent they impact the intended contribution. The choice of
how to implement these techniques, in the current sketch and in any future realizations, obviously impacts the code of such systems. But probing at unresolved details of these sketches, or attempting to evaluate such irrelevant details, is often obscuring the work’s actual contribution.

**Promoting Diverse Forms of Contribution**

The long-term health and impact of our field requires all of the forms of contribution considered here. Visions can inspire other researchers to pursue a direction, allowing the field to explore and understand that space more quickly and effectively than waiting for the original researcher to “fill in the holes”. Research systems that sketch relationships between what (i.e., their outer circles) and how (i.e., their inner circles) similarly allow the field to better explore and understand such relationships without them being hindered or obscured by other irrelevant details. But visions and sketching have limits. Achieving a full realization may reveal that prior sketches were incomplete or incorrect in important aspects of an idea. Full realizations also allow confident incorporation of prior work in new explorations, a contrast to stacking sketches that may eventually crumble under their own incompleteness. Full realizations thus enable both direct impact of the current research and future exploration of additional research.

From this perspective, it seems strange and unfortunate for our field to simultaneously lament: (1) a perception among researchers that innovation and novelty are limited by questions of validation that seem to work against exploring new directions, and (2) a perception among researchers that progress is limited by novelty fetishes that seem to work against exploring research and future exploration of additional research.

**PRIOR INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS RESEARCH**

We look forward to workshop discussions of these and other perspectives on interactive systems. As background, our prior interactive systems research includes toolkits for sensor-based statistical models [5], exploration of tool challenges applying machine learning in everyday applications [12], techniques enabling graphical interfaces composed of mutually untrusted elements [13], a gesture authoring tool [10], and techniques and tools enabling pixel-based interpretation and runtime modification of graphical interfaces (e.g., [3,4,16]).
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ABSTRACT
In this position paper, we categorize toolkits in HCI research into two types. The first type, which we will call Research Toolkits, enable development of interfaces based on entirely new paradigms. In contrast, Toolkits for Research speed up development by encapsulating common code revealed during research, enabling faster iterations and research participation by more people. Put another way, Research Toolkits demonstrate research, while Toolkits for Research aid—and sometimes enable—research. This paper describes properties of the two toolkit types and examines criteria for evaluation in the light of these properties. Our discussion is based on publications on toolkit evaluation, on sample HCI toolkits, on industry works that cover toolkit design, and on our own experiences in writing toolkits.
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INTRODUCTION
Toolkits are instrumental in enabling us to build user interfaces quickly, hiding complexity and codifying best practices. Toolkit research is therefore an important research subject, and historically, toolkit ideas that first appeared in research have seen remarkable use in industry. One example for an indisputable success in this area is the story of GUI interface builders, the graphical editors that allow us to place UI elements in dialogs. The first interface builders were developed in research projects (e.g., Buxton et al.’s MenuLay [2] and Xerox PARC’s Trillium system [6]), before they evolved to the systems that are integrated into virtually every major UI toolkit today.

Like other tools, interface builders work because they save their users from reinventing the wheel again and again. Toolkits make building UIs easier and enable the construction of larger systems [10, 11]. If designed correctly, they channel creativity, making known-good paths more accessible and helping to focus research [4, 10, 11].

An examination of prior work suggests that two types of toolkits have evolved in the HCI community, for which we use the terms Research Toolkits and Toolkits for Research. Research Toolkits enable development of interfaces based on entirely new paradigms, such as proxemic interaction [9] or zoomable user interfaces [14]. The corresponding publications have new abstractions and concepts as major contributions and use concrete toolkits to demonstrate their usefulness. On the other hand, Toolkits for Research essentially encapsulate common concepts found during development of (often short-lived) research prototypes, thus enabling faster iterations and research participation by more people. The goal in this case is a practical, usable toolkit that makes it easier to conduct research in a certain area.

This position paper gives evidence for the existence of the two distinct toolkit types and compares them concerning goals, properties and criteria for evaluation. To evaluate and discuss current practices, we examine a sampling of toolkit publications as well as publications on toolkit evaluation. In addition, we look at works on toolkit best practices from an industry perspective as well as our own experience in writing and maintaining a moderately successful Post-WIMP UI toolkit—libavg—over a course of 15 years. Together, this provides grounding for a discussion in which we examine criteria for the evaluation for both types of toolkits.

EXAMPLE HCI TOOLKIT PUBLICATIONS
To understand the current state of toolkit evaluation, we examined a sampling of toolkit publications with respect to the benefits claimed and the methods used to evaluate them. These were:

• GroupKit [12], a groupware toolkit,
• PyMT [5], a toolkit for touch-based user interfaces,
• the Proximity Toolkit [9], which enables building applications based on proxemics, and
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• the ZOIL Framework [14], a toolkit for zoomable user interfaces.

While these toolkits cover a wide variety of application cases and research subjects, the publications share remarkable similarities. All of them claim abstractions as major contribution: GroupKit abstracts away all network and connectivity issues, PyMT has persistent event objects, the Proximity Toolkit hides sensing hardware and delivers high-level proxemics data, and ZOIL's central abstraction is a zoomable canvas that contains the complete UI. In all cases, the source code is available under a permissive license.

Most the toolkits we looked at (GroupKit, Proximity Toolkit, ZOIL) are validated empirically using comparatively simple example applications often written by students at the respective research labs. Thus, they can argue that they are easy to use, since it is possible for students to use them. Conversely, they cannot empirically argue that they are useful for larger systems. The PyMT paper is an exception in that it additionally describes somewhat larger applications developed outside of the lab and deployed in public venues.

We can clearly categorize GroupKit and PyMT as Toolkits for Research, while the Proximity Toolkit and the ZOIL framework fit our definition of Research Toolkits. GroupKit and PyMT focus on practical usability (the GroupKit paper specifically states that it encapsulates common code revealed during research). Both also have a longer history of use before the actual publication and the authors made an effort to maintain them long after publication: GroupKit was maintained for ten years, while PyMT is still maintained, albeit under the name Kivy.

In contrast, the Proximity Toolkit and ZOIL enable development of interfaces based on entirely new paradigms, and they exist to prove that this is possible in general. There is a clear novelty to the abstractions they provide. The concrete toolkit is therefore less important than the theoretical contribution. Perhaps accordingly, both research toolkits in our sample were maintained for less than two years after publication.

WORK ON TOOLKIT EVALUATION

We can find criteria for toolkit design and evaluation in several HCI publications, the foremost of these being Olsen’s 2007 paper on toolkit evaluation [11]. This paper is cited in the CHI reviewing guide and as such is the closest to a standard for toolkit evaluation that we have. Olsen enumerates a number of ways toolkits can demonstrate usefulness, which we paraphrase here:

- **Demonstrate importance:** The importance of a toolkit hinges on the number of potential users, on meaningful target tasks, and on the situations in which it can be used.
- **Problem not previously solved:** A toolkit can claim novelty, i.e., demonstrate that it is the first tool for the task.
- **Generality:** Importance increases if the toolkit can claim to support multiple user populations and/or target tasks.
- **Reduce solution viscosity:** Toolkits can claim to support faster iterations, e.g., by allowing rapid changes in designs.
- **Empower new design participants:** If a toolkit allows people to work on a solution that previously couldn’t, e.g., by making hard problems tractable, this makes it useful.
- **Power in combination:** Allowing users to combine building blocks to create a larger solution quickly can make a toolkit useful.
- **Scalability:** Toolkits should demonstrate that they can be used to tackle large problems.

Olsen further argues for the publication of incomplete toolkits. His view is that missing features are inevitable in research toolkits for workload reasons, and further, that incompatibility with legacy code is to be expected and the "price of progress".

If we apply Olsen’s criteria to the different toolkit types we identified, we find that most criteria apply to both types. One exception is novelty, which is essential for Research Toolkits but less easy to achieve when building a Toolkit for Research. Further, Toolkits for Research cannot have missing features or be unusable for compatibility reasons in major use cases, since their goal is practical usefulness.

Myers et al.’s paper on User Interface Software Tools [10], published in 2000, is at its heart a call for Post-WIMP UI toolkits, and much of the work is concerned with the transition from WIMP to the more varied world of today’s UIs. However, it also contains a number of criteria for evaluating tools. Among these are the concepts of *threshold* (how difficult is it to learn system use) and *ceiling* (how much can be done using the tool). In addition, the authors argue that tools "influence the kinds of user interfaces that can be created" and can therefore be used to promote the use of known good concepts. Further, they make the point that building tools needs "significant experience with, and understanding of, the tasks they support".

In his paper "Toolkits and Interface Creativity" [4], Greenberg examines the role of toolkits in fostering programmer creativity. He argues that good tools are "a language that influences [programmers’] creative thoughts": "Simple ideas become simple for them to do, innovative concepts become possible, and designs will evolve as a consequence." The work is based on several groupware toolkits (including GroupKit) initially developed in-house to enable rapid iterations during research. From this experience, he derives a number of design guidelines for toolkit design:

- **Base toolkits on "lessons learned from one-off system design"**.
- **Make an effort to create good, clean APIs, since APIs "create the language that people will use to think about design"**.
- **Embed toolkits within "well-known languages and programming paradigms"**.
- **Disseminate tools:** Make them available, well-documented, make it easy to "quickly get going".
- "**Recognize toolkit creation as an academic contribution**": "Currently, toolkit development is rarely rewarded in the major interface conferences, for toolkits are typically perceived as software that just package already known ideas."
Greenberg’s focus is clearly on Toolkits for Research: He describes toolkits built to directly support in-house research and subsequently disseminated and published and argues for compatibility with existing systems. In contrast to Olsen, he does not particularly emphasize novelty. Further, he considers compatibility to “well-known languages and programming paradigms” to be important, contradicting Olsen’s view that incompatibility with legacy code is the “price of progress” and thus not an issue.

BEST PRACTICES IN INDUSTRY
In addition to the research publications above, we looked at a number of sources that describe toolkit design from an industry standpoint. These are a talk by J. Bloch (among others designer of the Java Collections Framework) on API design [1], a research article on reuse in R. Glass’ Book on Software Engineering [3], and a blog post by J. Atwood⁡, founder of stackoverflow.com.

Finally, we base our arguments on our own experience in developing and maintaining a software framework, libavg⁢. This toolkit was originally written starting in 2003 to support developing software for museum exhibits, and essentially combines an efficient 2D scene graph with first-class support for touch input and easy scripting in Python. It is moderately successful in industry (use, e.g., by ART+COM AG⁴, Archimedes Exhibitions GmbH⁵, and Garamantis GmbH⁶) and has been used it to build several hundred exhibits. Since 2013, we have been using it extensively at the Interactive Media Lab Dresden, among others as technological basis for a number of publications (e.g., [7, 8, 13]).

A number of Olsen’s criteria (among them easy iterations, new design participants, combinable building blocks and scalability) clearly apply to real-world toolkits as well. However, there are a number of additional aspects that make toolkits successful in practice.

First, industry publications consider the design of reusable components to be very hard and recommend trials in varying scenarios. Glass [3] refers to this as “Rules of Three”: “(a) It is three times as difficult to build reusable components as single use components, and (b) a reusable component should be tried out in three different applications before it will be sufficiently general to accept into a reuse library”, and Atwood⁡ affirms: “We think we’ve built software that is a general purpose solution to some set of problems, but we are almost always wrong. We have the delusion of reuse”. This is in contrast to toolkit publications that claim toolkit use only in the author’s lab.

Second, toolkits often need to maintained for extended periods of time, and therefore, maintainability is important. In our experience with libavg, a significant amount of time is spent adapting the toolkit to the changing world around it: As examples, since libavg’s inception in 2003, touch has become an important input method, GPUs have become immensely more powerful, and various technologies in use have become unmaintained or been superseded by more powerful, modern ones. Time spent maintaining software is overhead. It is therefore important that this requires minimal effort, and that makes appropriate internal abstractions and readable, well-documented code critical.

Third, API usability is important. Bloch [1] emphasizes the importance of designing an easy-to-use and powerful API for the first public release: “Public APIs, like diamonds, are forever. You have one chance to get it right so give it your best”. He therefore promotes a user-centered approach to API design, structures “requirements as use-cases” and suggests the equivalent of paper-prototyping for APIs: “Code the use-cases against your API before you implement it” as well as expert reviews: “Show your design to as many people as you can”.

DISCUSSION
Both the HCI toolkits we examined and the works on toolkit evaluation give evidence towards the existence of two clearly different toolkit types that need different criteria for evaluation. Olsen’s criteria favor new abstractions and concepts as major contributions and therefore fit very well to Research Toolkits. A number of Olsen’s criteria are also important in both cases: For instance, a large potential user population, the ability to combine building blocks to create larger solutions and the scalability to large problems are important in both cases.

However, several criteria do not fit in the case of Toolkits for Research: Since they are meant to be practically usable, compatibility with legacy code becomes important and missing features hinder acceptance. Further, since they are designed in response to concrete needs in prototype development, it may be harder for them to demonstrate novelty. Greenberg hints at this when he writes: “Currently, toolkit development is rarely rewarded in the major interface conferences, for toolkits are typically perceived as software that just package already known ideas”⁴. Still, Greenberg’s publication as well as our own experiences in building and maintaining in-house toolkits suggest that they can play an important role in speeding up research and channeling creativity.

Should we be interested in this type of toolkit for our community, it may be beneficial to look at best practices in industry for additional criteria. In this case, examining toolkit maintainability and API usability (based on sound API design principles) may give us candidates. The PyMT paper also gives evidence that Toolkits for Research may in some cases be able to demonstrate scalability to larger problems empirically: Toolkit publications later in the toolkit’s lifecycle might make it feasible to write larger applications and even demonstrate practical use by a non-captive audience, i.e., outside of the original research lab.

CONCLUSION
Based on a sample of toolkit publications as well as publications on toolkit evaluation, we have categorized toolkits in HCI research into two distinct types, which we have named Research Toolkits and Toolkits for Research. Further, we have
compared these types concerning development goals and properties and looked at works on toolkit best practices from an industry perspective. Based on this research as well as our own experiences in toolkit development, we have additionally discussed criteria for the evaluation of both types of toolkits.
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INTRODUCTION
Third-party software like libraries, frameworks, and toolkits often make the foundation of research prototypes used in HCI research. They enable researchers to explore new ways and ideas of computing systems to improve interaction between humans and computers. More general, in the fast-advancing field of computer science it is nearly impossible nowadays to have a complete understanding of inner-workings of computing hardware or software algorithms. A third-party software thus can provide a level of abstraction that allows researchers to build prototypes with complex computations – like 3d transformation, server/client or peer-to-peer communication, image- and video-processing, artificial intelligence, or machine learning – even with only basic programming skills.

For example, OpenCV is a framework that implements hundreds of computer vision algorithms in C/C++. It provides them to the community in a comparatively low-effort application programming interface (API) and for real-time computer vision processing. In the past, the OpenCV library was mainly for vision-based processing, hence the name open source computer vision. Nowadays, the library also implements neural networks for machine learning. Programmers can use the library without prior or extensive knowledge in computer vision and i.e. apply image processing algorithms to an input image such as canny edges. Beyond the C/C++ API, various open source libraries bind to OpenCV and make it accessible in other programming languages like Java or C# (e.g., Emgu CV).

OpenCV is a great example of a successful project that went from research to industry, and myriads of commercial, open source or research projects use it. A large community maintains it, continuously develops new algorithms, and publishes stable releases on a public website.

Large communities maintaining software, however, is very unusual for projects originating from research. This entails a risk, especially when toolkits are part of a research paper contribution. From our experience, it happens very often that building a project from source code or running it fails due to “out-of-date” third-party libraries, libraries that are not available for download anymore, or projects do not support the latest version of a runtime environment like the Common Language Runtime (CLR for .NET), Java Runtime Environment (JRE), or use deprecated Web standards. Such toolkits developed in research projects are deemed to end as abandonware where the authors stop working on it and reported bugs will not get fixed after the associated paper was accepted.

Despite this risk, HCI toolkits have many potentials and play an essential role in advancing HCI. They are often a great source of inspiration and help researchers to think outside the box. Duval argues that “[... ] innovation in general – is that [...] sometimes just showing somebody a concept is all that you have to do to start an evolutionary path. And once people get the idea of 'hey we can do that', then somebody does something, somebody does something better, that just keeps developing.” (Duval 2011 as cited in [1])

In retrospect, much of our research has been inspired by HCI toolkits. The Proximity Toolkit by Marquardt et al. [7] is an excellent example (the accompanying paper has around 70 citations at ACM DL). We have used it for a study to investigate the effect of body movements on users’ spatial memory while navigating large virtual information spaces [9]. It al-
lowed as to rapidly test various interaction techniques during a focus group and leverage the group to discuss pros and cons of each interaction. The toolkit helped to choose an interaction technique appropriate to answer the research question.

In the remainder of this position paper, we will introduce three challenges that are potential causes for abandonware, report our experience in creating software toolkits for HCI, and conclude with questions that we would like to discuss with participants during the workshop.

**CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Resonating with Duval’s statement above, we believe that HCI toolkits are catalysts for innovation and spark new ideas. However, in this position paper, we also want to emphasize on three challenges that HCI toolkits face before they eventually become abandonware.

**Organizational**

Open source projects need a large community to maintain code, and ideally more than one responsible person (maintainers) who take the lead on the project and divide the workload equally among each other. They are responsible for accepting pull requests, continuously check the quality of the source code, make sure the project builds correctly, put new releases online, and define goals for future developments. An important and often criticized aspect of open source software is the lack of proper documentation or working examples. In the case of poor or no documentation, programmers who use the toolkit have to dig through the source code manually to decode and understand how it should be used.

**Institutional**

The reusability of research toolkits is often limited for scenarios presented in their accompanying research papers, which impedes the possibility of using them in new and meaningful ways. We believe there are a number of institutional factors that impede the continued development of toolkits. Firstly, time is a precious resource in academia and scientists who pursue an academic career are often confronted with the balancing act between community service by offering toolkits to be used freely and advancing the career by increasing publication count and boosting the h-index. Secondly, paying developers to maintain a toolkit or renting proper build infrastructure (e.g., continuous integration server) is costly and may be difficult to budget on research grants. Thirdly, continued work on an already published system or toolkit may be discouraged as it is considered incremental rather than novel work.

**Technological**

The technological challenges also often impede with the reuse of toolkits. For example, runtime environments depreciate or special hardware is required to run it but is not available for purchase anymore. Or infrastructure like code repositories disappear. Changes in the technological landscape can also impact the reuse of toolkits when technology emerges, and suddenly previously popular technology fades away. A few years ago TCL/TK was fashionable, but nowadays it is rarely used. This can likewise happen to current mainstream technology (e.g., HTML5 or Unity3d).

**EXPERIENCE WITH HCI TOOLKIT DEVELOPMENT**

We have worked on several research toolkits that reached various levels of maturity, which also led to a consolidation of challenges as mentioned earlier. We present three of our toolkits by describing their overall goal, report on their uses and the current state of development, and link them back to the challenges.

**Squidy — Open Source but Concluded**

Squidy [6] is an interaction library which eases the design of post-WIMP or “natural user interfaces” by unifying various device drivers, frameworks, and tracking toolkits in a common toolkit. It provides a visual design environment for visually connecting input devices to filters (e.g., a Kalman filter or a gesture recognizer) and map them to an output (e.g., Microsoft PowerPoint) (see Figure 1). Squidy offers diverse input modalities such as multi-touch input, pen interaction, speech recognition, laser pointer-, eye- and gesture-tracking. The visual user interface hides the complexity of the technical implementation from the user by providing a simple visual language based on high-level visual data flow programming combined with zoomable user interface concepts. Furthermore, Squidy offers a collection of ready-to-use devices, signal processing filters, and interaction techniques. The trade-off between functionality and simplicity of the user interface is especially addressed by utilizing the concept of semantic zooming which enables dynamic access to more advanced functionality on demand. Thus, developers, as well as interaction designers, are able to adjust the complexity of the Squidy user interface to their current need and knowledge.

Figure 1. Squidy’s user interface with a pipe-and-filter metaphor to visually connect nodes (filters and input and output devices) (left), a property view per node to change settings during runtime (top-right), and a debug view to inspect current data flow between nodes (bottom-right).

Squidy was used to design the interaction for the artistic installation Globorama [5]. It was deployed for a week during the Ideenpark 2008 “Zukunft Technik Entdecken” (Future Discover Technology) at the fair trade center in Stuttgart, which was sponsored by ThyssenKrupp. The installation was sponsored by ThyssenKrupp. The installation was

[5] has 54 citations on Google Scholar (accessed 02/17/2017)

[6] has 54 citations on Google Scholar (accessed 02/17/2017)
exposed from May 17th to May 25th, and around 290,000 people were visiting the Ideenpark. It was used to allow a single user to control a world map application. This application was projected onto a 360-degree panoramic display where users could navigate to particular locations all over the world.

Figure 2. Everyday widgets: advising key holder (top), TakeCare flower (bottom). Interaction were designed with Squidy.

Squidy was also employed during several university classes and courses to allow non-programmers to design everyday widgets (see Figure 2). For example, an advising key holder (top) reports on weather and outside lighting conditions or a TakeCare flower pot (bottom) gives agency to a flower, which expresses feelings like “It is too dark” or “I’m hot.”

A summative evaluation of Squidy showed the applicability also for programmers with little programming experience. It offers a low barrier to entry for beginners with its visual pipe-and-filter metaphor (low threshold [8]), but also enables experienced programmers to implement advanced interaction techniques (high ceiling [8]).

However, the project is no longer maintained. Keeping up-to-date with third-party libraries of supported input and output devices was tedious (technological). Also, build- and continuous integration servers had to be maintained (organizational). The project ended with the end of the research funding and authors had to move on with other research projects (institutional).

HuddleLamp – Open Source and Ongoing

Another example is HuddleLamp [10], which is a desk lamp with an integrated low-cost RGB-D camera that detects and identifies mobile displays (e.g., smartphones or tablets) on tables and tracks their positions and orientations with sub-centimeter precision. Users can add or remove off-the-shelf, web-enabled devices in an ad-hoc fashion without prior installation of custom hardware (e.g., radio modules, IR markers) or software. Because of HuddleLamp’s web-based pairing, adding a new device is simply done by opening an URL on the device and putting it on the table so that it is visible to the camera.

HuddleLamp was demonstrated at ITS 2014 and has been used for research studies (e.g., [11]). Apart from the hybrid sensing pipeline presented in the research paper, HuddleLamp contributes a visual editor to rapidly change the pipeline and test and try out different settings for each processing step (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. HuddleLamp’s visual editor to change the processing pipeline and to rapidly test different processing filter settings.

This project is still ongoing and used in research projects, but the public source code is currently not maintained. Unfortunately, Creative does no long manufacture the supported Senz3D camera (technological), which requires implementing a new input node to allow tracking with an alternative camera (e.g., Microsoft Kinect v2).

Webstrates – Open Source and Highly Active

Webstrates [4] is the most recent toolkit and under active development. It has reached a state beyond prototypical use. Webstrates presents an alternative take on the future of web use and development. In Webstrates, changes to the Document Object Model (DOM) of webpages (called webstrates) are persisted across reloads and synchronized to other clients of the same webstrate. This includes changes to embedded JavaScript and CSS. Webstrates addresses the challenge that while web technologies have become increasingly powerful, technologies such as server-side scripting have turned the web into a sophisticated application platform rather than a user-driven hypermedia system [2] as envisioned by Tim-Berners Lee.

4[10] has 56 citations on Google Scholar (accessed 02/17/2017)
5[4] has 12 citations on Google Scholar (accessed 02/17/2017)
Webstrates was originally developed to prototype a reiteration of Kay and Goldberg’s vision of interaction with computers as being interaction with personal dynamic media [3], but with an emphasis on shareability. We therefore referred to this reiteration as shareable dynamic media (SDM). The core principles of SDM are “Malleability: users can appropriate their tools and documents in personal and idiosyncratic ways; Shareability: users can collaborate seamlessly on multiple types of data within a document, using their own personalized views and tools; and Distributability: tools and documents can move easily across different devices and platforms.” [4]

Since the original publication Webstrates has gone from being a proof-of-concept to a robust web framework used in multiple research projects internationally and by the paper authors for their daily activities (e.g., note taking, lectures, presentations, teaching material, and rapid prototyping).

To become more than a one-time affair, a full-time developer implements new features and maintains the quality of the code. The development is covered by research funding and costs approximately $70,000 per year. The paper authors also dedicate a significant portion of their time to advance Webstrates and to define future directions together with the full-time developer.

Potential Measure of HCI Toolkits
In contrast to Squidy and HuddleLamp, the public interest in Webstrates and its community of users is growing. At the time of writing, the GitHub repository has eight forks, and more than 50 people bookmarked it. Of course, GitHub forks and bookmarks should not be stressed too much as a reliable measure of the success of Webstrates. But unlike commercially sold hardware and software and their success measured by a company’s revenues, it is difficult to quantify the success of an HCI toolkit. Measuring a toolkit’s success could be based on a jury assessing it according to pre-defined metrics (e.g., generalizability to other application areas) or ranking it by how often it is used in research prototypes.

CONCLUSION
As argued in this position paper, we believe that the viability of HCI toolkits developed in research is largely constrained by the three presented challenges: organizational, institutional, and technological. However, we also believe in the power of HCI toolkits. They serve as factual manifestations of the advancement of socio-technical systems and help the HCI community (and industry) to crystallize a shared vision for HCI, and herewith we are emphasizing on Duval’s statement at the beginning of this position paper.

In the workshop, we would like to share our experiences in building HCI toolkits and discuss the presented challenges with participants. We would further like to spark discussion around the legacy of HCI toolkits. How can we, as HCI research community, preserve the genealogy of HCI toolkits? Does it make sense to start an encyclopedia of HCI toolkits that answer questions like (i) What does a particular toolkit do?, (ii) What did the authors inspire to create it?, and (iii) How did it push the field forward?
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ABSTRACT
This position paper discusses toolkits for creating digital musical instruments. Musical interaction imposes stringent technical requirements on interactive systems, including high spatial and temporal precision and low latency. Social and community factors also play an important role in musical interface toolkits, including design sharing and the ability of performers and composers to count on the longevity of an instrument. This paper presents three examples of musical interface toolkits, including our own Bela, an open-source embedded platform for ultra-low-latency audio and sensor processing. The paper also discusses how the requirements of specialist musical interface toolkits relate to more general HCI toolkits.
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INTRODUCTION
Musical interaction presents a number of interesting opportunities and challenges for HCI. Many digital musical instruments (DMIs), like their acoustic counterparts, are useful case studies in embodied interaction: extended practice leads to the instrument becoming a transparent extension of the musician’s body, where the operations of manipulating the instrument become automatic, allowing the musician to focus on higher-level musical actions [20]. Musical interaction also places stringent technical demands on digital systems, including spatial and temporal precision, high sensor and audio bandwidth, predictability and low latency [7].

Toolkits for creating DMIs have become increasingly common [18, 21, 19, 2, 23, 13, 5], with different projects aimed at a variety of musical contexts and technical skill levels. These toolkits share a desire to enable musicians who are not engineers to create their own high-quality instruments by solving common technical challenges and optimising for the qualities musicians find important.

DMI toolkits provide a common platform for instrument creators to share designs, which serves both research and artistic goals. It takes time for performers to acquire expertise on a new instrument, and encouraging composers to write music for a new instrument requires assurance that the instrument will remain in existence for the piece to continue to be played [15].

In the DMI community, published papers typically contain insufficient detail to fully replicate an instrument design, especially in regard to aesthetic choices and fine details of craftsmanship which are important to the performer experience but might not follow established scientific processes. Some online DMI repositories have been created1 inspired by more general sharing platforms such as Instructables,2 however this remains an outstanding challenge for the DMI community. DMI toolkits, by providing a common platform for designers, reduce the barriers to exchanging fully functioning designs.

This position paper explores the current state of musical interface toolkits and their relation to more general HCI toolkits.

1For example, Muzhack by Arve Knudsen: https://muzhack.com
2http://www.instructables.com

Figure 1. Bela, which consists of a custom hardware board (“cape”) on a BeagleBone Black running specialised software.
We discuss both technical and social challenges for toolkit design, including the central role of the user community in sustaining a viable toolkit. We then present three established toolkits, including our own Bela\(^3\) (Figure 1), an open-source embedded hardware platform for ultra-low-latency audio and sensor processing [13]. We conclude with suggestions for toolkit designers and topics for discussion at the workshop.

**THREE CHALLENGES FOR HCI TOOLKITS**

The technical and social challenges we discuss in this section are particularly important for musical interface toolkits, but also apply to HCI toolkits more generally.

**Latency**

Action-to-sound latency (delay) is a critically important factor in DMI design. Wessel and Wright recommended that DMIs exhibit no more than 10ms latency with no more than 1ms jitter (variation in latency) [24]. An experiment with a digital percussion instrument confirmed these recommendations, showing that performers rated an instrument with consistent 10ms latency the same as one with under 1ms latency, but that 20ms and 10ms ±3ms of jitter both rated significantly lower, even when performers did not identify an audible delay [7].

The effects of excess latency include making the instrument feel less responsive, reducing its perceived quality, and potentially disrupting the sensorimotor processes needed for accurate performance. Latency can also be used for deliberate effect: for example, in a multimodal smartphone interface, adding latency to the tactile feedback channel made virtual buttons feel heavier [8].

Surprisingly, 15 years after Wessel’s recommendation of less than 10±1ms latency, many commonly used tools for creating DMIs do not meet this standard [14] with jitter posing a particular problem. Achieving low and consistent latency also remains an issue for embodied interaction in other contexts.

**Longevity**

Many experimental DMIs are designed to be used for only a few performances, but some continue to be used for many years. Once a DMI is created, there is typically little incentive to upgrade its hardware and software, as any change to form or behaviour might disrupt its familiarity to the performer. When DMIs are built using laptops or mobile devices, however, the aim of long-term stability comes into conflict with the need for regular system updates.

Hardware toolkits based on embedded processors (e.g. [2, 13]) provide a potential solution by allowing the instrument to operate standalone without a computer. Ideally, the instrument can be maintained indefinitely on this dedicated hardware. In practice, keeping a DMI toolkit operational over many years remains a challenge. Toolkit design considerations include: high reliability, minimum external hardware or software dependencies, rapid setup time (especially when revisiting an instrument after a long period of disuse) and availability of spare parts. The last consideration points to the value of open-source hardware designs [17], or at least the use of commodity hardware where possible.

Another question for toolkit designers is whether they seek to support prototyping, extended use, or both. Few mass-market commercial products would be built with HCI toolkits, but at least in the DMI community, it is not uncommon for a toolkit to be used for both prototyping and subsequent production on a scale of dozens or even hundreds of instruments.

**Community**

The utility of a toolkit cannot be assessed solely by its technical specifications, nor even by the quality of its documentation. An active and cooperative user community also plays a major role in making a toolkit useful to new designers [4, 10]. The success of open-source platforms like Arduino and Processing owes as much to their vibrant online communities as to their engineering features. These communities contribute by publishing example code, providing technical support, creating hardware and software accessories, and helping the original designers maintain the core platforms.

In [17] we explore the process of creating a community around an open-source platform based on our experiences with Bela [13] (described below). We observed that the Bela community grew not only around the intrinsic features of Bela itself, but also through connecting to other established open-source tools. We describe this process as *pluggable communities*: growing a new community in discrete leaps by leveraging established communities around other tools.

**THREE MUSICAL INSTRUMENT TOOLKITS**

Many musical interface toolkits have been created. The three mentioned here are all open source, publicly available toolkits for creating standalone musical instruments, and all three are still in regular use.

**Satellite CCRMA**

Satellite CCRMA [2] is a platform for building musical instruments which eliminates the need for a computer. It consists of an ARM Linux distribution with several popular audio programming environments preinstalled, and it is accompanied with a set of example materials for creating instruments [1]. Originally created for the BeagleBoard\(^4\) single-board computer, it has since been released for the popular Raspberry Pi. Instruments built with Satellite CCRMA frequently make use of an Arduino\(^5\) microcontroller board for gathering sensor data, with the Raspberry Pi responsible for audio processing.

Satellite CCRMA is in regular use by DMI designers. Its website\(^6\) links to performances of instruments built with it, and a wiki and online forum provide a means for the community to share knowledge. Its use of the widely available Raspberry Pi, with no dependence on custom hardware, means that the platform itself should be maintainable for years to come, and that software should be easily shared amongst different users. Leaving to the designer decisions on sensors and other external hardware provides significant flexibility, but with the tradeoff of placing responsibility on the designer to maintain and document their own hardware contributions.

\(^3\)http://bela.io

\(^4\)http://beagleboard.org

\(^5\)http://arduino.cc

\(^6\)https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~eberdahl/Satellite/
Hoxton OWL
The Hoxton OWL [23] is an open-source programmable audio effects pedal. More recently, it has also been released as a synth module in the popular Eurorack form factor. Like Satellite CCRMA, the OWL is designed for creating musical instruments and audio processing systems, and features a large example library and an active online community.7

In contrast to Satellite CCRMA, the OWL is a complete hardware unit based on a custom (though open source) design. Thus, where DMI creators using Satellite CCRMA would likely add their own sensors and other hardware, OWL creators will typically work with the existing controls and focus on software development. Though this reduces the variety of interactive systems that can be created, it makes design sharing especially straightforward. Since the OWL pedal is a self-contained device in a robust stage box, it is likely that any designs running on it can be maintained for many years, though the ability to edit code on the device will remain dependent on a working computer-based compiler toolchain.

Bela
Our lab has created Bela [13] (Figure 1), an embedded platform for ultra-low-latency audio and sensor processing. Bela is based on the BeagleBone Black® single-board computer with a custom expansion board (“cape”) providing stereo audio I/O with onboard speaker amplifiers, 8 channels each of 16-bit analog I/O and 16 digital I/Os. It uses the Xenomai realtime Linux kernel extensions to process audio and sensor data at higher priority than anything else on the board, including the Linux kernel itself.

The signature feature of Bela is its extremely low latency, under 1ms round-trip for audio or down to 100μs for analog and digital data, with less than 25μs of jitter, outperforming other computer audio environments [14]. It also features an onboard, browser-based IDE with support for C/C++, PureData and SuperCollider programming languages, and an in-browser oscilloscope. Like Satellite CCRMA, Bela is designed for creating self-contained musical instruments, where the designer attaches their own sensor hardware and Bela handles all the computation that would normally be performed by a laptop and a microcontroller board like Arduino.

The platform that later became Bela was originally created for the D-Box, a musical instrument designed to be modified and hacked by the performer [25]. In a CHI 2017 paper [17], we describe the process of developing it from a single-function device to a maker community platform, gradually broadening its scope and improving usability. In April 2016, Bela successfully launched on Kickstarter with the support of over 500 backers. Hardware and open-source design plans are available for sale and download,9 and we maintain a library of example projects and an online forum10 for community support and idea exchange.

Our Related Work
The Augmented Instruments Laboratory,11 led by the first author, is a research team within the Centre for Digital Music at Queen Mary University of London. An augmented instrument is a traditional musical instrument whose capabilities have been technologically extended, maintaining the familiarity and cultural connotations of the original instrument while extending its capabilities.

In addition to Bela [13], described in the preceding section, our previous projects include several augmented instruments including the magnetic resonator piano [15], an electromagnetically-actuated acoustic grand piano and TouchKeys [12], a sensor kit adding multi-touch sensing to the surface of the piano keyboard. Our research also encompasses studies of performer-instrument interaction in solo [7] and group [16] settings and studies of audience perception of performance [3].

Conclusion: Position on Toolkits
As creators of an open-source DMI toolkit, we are especially interested in the potential for toolkits to broaden access to interactive system design. HCI toolkits, including those for creating musical interfaces, contribute to and benefit from larger trends in maker culture [9]. Here we set out two specific arguments for possible discussion at the workshop.

Toolkits need a two-way dialogue with their communities
User-centred and participatory design methodologies have long histories in HCI, so to say that a toolkit should respond to the needs of its community borders on cliché. In fact, we would argue that there is a risk in being too reactive to perceived user requirements. It has long been observed that people use technology in unexpected ways, and this process of appropriation has influenced HCI design methods [6]. Similarly, the history of music is replete with examples of people playing instruments in unexpected ways [25]. Performers, upon encountering a new instrument, explore its creative opportunities and constraints [11], but they should not be expected to imagine hypothetical capabilities of instruments that do not yet exist [15].

We argue that HCI toolkits, while being sensitive to community needs, should also express the creative intentions of the toolkit designer. This way, the designer not only contributes new ideas back to the community, they also provide unique “signature features” that may improve the uptake of their tools [17].

No toolkit is aesthetically neutral
Every musical instrument encourages certain possibilities while discouraging others. Some constraints are obvious: the piano can only play 88 discrete notes, and does not allow the performer to shape them after they are struck. Others are less obvious: patterns of notes in piano music are typically those which fit the shape of the hand, which are different than the patterns likely to be convenient on a wind or string instrument. Similarly, even if two DMIs can control identical dimensions of the sound, their differing physical designs might encourage different choices of actions.

7https://hoxtonowl.com
8https://beagleboard.org/black
9https://shop.bela.io and http://bela.io/code, respectively
10http://forum.bela.io
11http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrewm
Tuuri et al. [22] distinguish between push effects which force or guide the user to particular choices, versus pull effects which relates to the ease of conceiving how an action relates to an output. Music programming languages, supposedly able to create any sound, may nonetheless exhibit strong pull effects by making certain structures and actions easier than others. For that reason we might speculate that every computer music language has its own signature sound.

More broadly, we would argue that toolkit designers can and should embrace the aesthetic influence of their toolkits. A good toolkit might allow the creation of many different types of systems with widely varying aesthetics, but certain possibilities will always be more obvious than others. Rather than striving for an elusive neutrality, toolkit creators might do best to acknowledge their own personal outlook and the influence it is likely to have on designers and end users.
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ABSTRACT
A variety of HCI toolkits help designers and developers author particular styles of interactive systems. However, the design, use and evaluation of toolkits are fraught with many challenges. This paper focuses on a subset of challenges that arise from the fit between the toolkit and its intended audience. These challenges include the skill set of that audience, the resources they have, and how they learn. We illustrate these challenges via three toolkits: Phidgets, d.Tools, and the Proximity Toolkit.
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INTRODUCTION
Toolkits are means of encapsulating design concepts to help a developer realize particular styles of interaction design without undue effort [2]. The developer chooses a toolkit to design within HCI genres and/or to exploit interaction techniques. Broad genres include GUIs, physical / tangible interfaces, and ubicomp. Interaction techniques are narrower, such as gesture recognition and input sensing. Toolkits range in how they can be accessed [3], and can include:

- traditional programming, usually through coding via a functional or object-oriented API;
- coding support tools, such as SDKs with interface builders, widget sets, and physical building blocks (e.g. electronics);
- authoring tools that minimize coding by providing a higher-level means for authoring interactivity or for creating interactive behaviours (e.g. visual programming [5,7,15] or programming by demonstration [4,16]);
- high-level tools that supports debugging and understanding of the run-time system state, for example, Papier-Mâche [6] and the Proximity Toolkit [11] provide visualizations that allows the end-developer to monitor, record, and even modify runtime information (e.g. sensor data, notifications, variables, etc.).

Yet there is another important way that toolkits vary: their intended audience. Understanding the toolkit’s audience is critical, for it will influence how the toolkit will be used, what support tools should be offered, learnability, and even how the toolkit should be evaluated.

NOTABLE TOOLKITS
Our interests lie in toolkits that let the end-developer create ubicomp-style physical interfaces that: gather data from the real world (e.g. sensors); respond in software and physical objects (e.g. visualizations, motors); and support creating behaviours linking the two. We consider three toolkits within this genre that will act as running examples to discuss various toolkit/audience challenges: Phidgets [3], d.Tools [5] and the Proximity Toolkit [11].

Phidgets
Fitchett and Greenberg [3] introduced Phidgets in 2001. Phidgets comprise both hardware and software. Hardware includes USB-based circuit boards that provide different sensors and actuators. The software includes an API for interacting with each type of board. The API controls the board’s components (e.g. rotating a servo motor to a particular angle) and delivers changes to sensor values as events. The software includes graphical widgets representing each board for developers to view and test the hardware counterpart.

Phidgets originated from frustrations its authors had in creating early tangible user interfaces. To build such interfaces, developers had to be knowledgeable in many areas, including circuitry, micro-programming, networking, etc. Acquiring that knowledge came at a high cost and time demand. Thus, Greenberg and Fitchett designed Phidgets with computer programmers as its audience in mind – people who do not necessarily understand electronics but are proficient in writing event-driven object-oriented software [3]. They designed Phidgets to mimic traditional UI widget programming, as it would then be easy for developers to integrate into their existing workflow.

Phidgets became a commercial product, one which is now widely recognized and used within the HCI community. Other researchers have since incorporated Phidgets into their own platforms [5,12].

d.Tools
d.Tools [5] is a high-level authoring tool, which (in part) incorporates Phidgets. A designer prototypes interactive behaviours by manipulating state-diagrams that move through different outputs based on sensor interpretations. d.Tools’ audience is interaction designers – people without specialized engineering or programming knowledge who want to quickly iterate through the early designs of functional interactive objects [5]. d.Tools is widely cited in HCI. It was later
extended into Exemplar [4], which incorporated pattern recognition and programming by demonstration.

The Proximity Toolkit
The Proximity Toolkit [11] audience is highly specialized researchers investigating the design of proxemic interactions. Proxemic interaction imagines a world of devices and interaction behaviors that have fine-grained knowledge of nearby people and devices: how devices and people move into range, their precise distance from one another, their identity, and even their relative orientation. The toolkit encaptulates and abstracts sensor data (e.g. Vicon, Kinect), as relations between entities. Developers can focus on designing proxemic-aware applications rather than the setup and complex programming of tracking equipment and its data.

The Proximity Toolkit includes an event-driven API that infoms the system of changes in proxemic values for different entities. Developers can monitor objects that move in the environment at runtime, either by showing numeric changes in variables of interest, or by interacting with a visualization showing all tracked entities and the proxemic relations between them. It also eases development by recording and storing tracked data, which can then be replayed as a simulation. The authors and their colleagues developed a large number of proxemic interaction techniques and applications [1,10] to investigate how proxemic interactions can be applied to other domains, such as advertising [17], and remote controls [8].

THE TOOLKIT/AUDIENCE CHALLENGES
Prototyping toolkits often refer to their end-developer in a range of ways: programmer, designer, developer, end-user, maker, researcher, etc. Regardless of how the expected end-developer is labelled, toolkits need to define and understand their target audience. Indeed, Olsen [14] argues for the importance of understanding situation, tasks, and user when creating a toolkit. Below are a few sample challenges that can help unpack attributes about the primary end-developer and how it relates to the toolkit.

Challenge 1. End-Developer Skills
Myers et. al. [13] argue that one aspect of evaluating a toolkit is its threshold and ceiling. **Threshold** refers to the developer effort to get started, while the **ceiling** defines how much can be done using the tools. Ideally, a toolkit would have a low threshold and high ceiling. Yet the notions of threshold and ceiling are actually relative to the skills of the end-developer.

Toolkits often extend existing programming languages, which affect the threshold for the end-developer. With Phidgets, originally built atop Visual Basic, the end-developer would have a very low ceiling only if they were proficient in Visual Basic and its interface builder. In contrast, an interaction designer with no programming background would find the threshold high, as they would have to learn to program before using Phidgets. The commercialized version of Phidgets mitigated this issue somewhat by making its API accessible to a broader audience skilled in different programming platforms: core languages (e.g., C#, Java), mobile (iOS, Android), scripting (Python), multimedia platforms (Flash), etc. d.Tools further reduce the threshold for non-programmers by providing an authoring environment that substituted programming with state-diagrams.

High ceilings also depend on the audience. Toolkits offer high ceilings through flexibility and expressiveness, but this only works when the end-developer has design skills in the area that the toolkit is trying to open. For example, the Proximity Toolkit offers a high ceiling for proxemic interaction development via: a myriad of proxemic variables; relationships between people, devices and objects; and flexible configuration of the physical sensing environment. It assumes its end-developers have knowledge in proxemic theory and how to apply it to interaction design. If the developer does not have that knowledge, the richness of the Proximity Toolkit can easily become a liability. This is especially true if the end-developer wants to take the **path of least resistance**, where the toolkit guides them to “do the right thing, away from the wrong things” [13].

Challenge 2. End-Developer Resources
Toolkits may rely on commercial or DIY hardware. Sometimes the underlying technologies can be acquired with ease and at reasonable cost (e.g. Phidgets). However, other toolkits assume a larger infrastructure (e.g. the Proximity Toolkit requires a dedicated room and specialized hardware such as the Vicon motion tracking system). As the required resources and costs increase, the expected audience will narrow to only those very interested in the area.

Challenge 3: End-Developer Learning
Another consideration is how the end-developer will learn the toolkit.

First, end-developers need to learn what the toolkit offers over and above its base platform. For example, Phidgets and the Proximity Toolkit both offer an API to particular capabilities, and they must be learned, along with the patterns that best exploits that API. While D.Tools offers the state diagram approach, that too must be learned.

Second, end-developers also need to make sense of the overall data, automated processes, etc. as provided by the toolkit. For example, various ubicomp-oriented toolkits exploit sensor data, often delivered as low-level, frequently updated variables. Yet, learning what that sensor data means (especially if it is noisy) can be quite challenging, for that data must be related to real-world phenomena. This is partially why toolkits provide high-level tools that visualize and/or aggregate sensor data [6,11] or store information for further scrutiny [9,11]. To illustrate, the Proximity Toolkit shows a visualization of all objects in a scene, and how the proxemic variables (i.e., aggregated sensor values) track the proxemic relations between those objects. The end-developer can view the visualization to learn and understand the changes as they occur, which become references for creating the new system.

Third, research-oriented systems often assume knowledge of an underlying design paradigm. Phidgets and d.tools assume
some knowledge and experience in physical and tangible user interfaces. The Proximity Toolkit assumes some knowledge in Proxemics theory and proxemic interaction. However, the toolkits themselves do not offer easy ways to acquire that knowledge, except perhaps by referring to external resources such as publications.

Toolkits must be constructed with learnability in mind, which depends on the intended audience. They need to give the end-user an idea of what is possible, help make sense of (and debug) the data, and include resources to help new users understand the toolkit. Thus, the toolkit should offer a broad range of simple example systems, extensive documentation, repositories of examples, video tutorials, etc., as well as published papers of the design space supported by the toolkit.

**SUGGESTED WORKSHOP TOPIC**

Based on the above challenges, we propose the following topic for the workshop: who is the audience, and how does the toolkit design fit that audience? The prior challenges document only a few examples of concerns related to the end-developers. We expect workshop members will suggest other concerns, and elaborate on the ones mentioned here.

For example, toolkit evaluation is a great concern for many toolkit researchers, especially because submitted toolkit publications are usually accepted only if they are accompanied by a convincing evaluation of the toolkit. However, evaluation without the context of the intended audience is a somewhat pointless (and perhaps misleading) exercise. To illustrate, various toolkits are evaluated by illustrating how end-developers can quickly create prototypes within a short period of time. Yet, such an evaluation is meaningful only if the intended audience has the core skills behind the toolkit, is able to learn the toolkit quickly, and has the resources already on hand. In many toolkit papers, the audience doing the evaluation was prepared *a priori*. For example, Phidgets were evaluated by showing how undergraduate students created many Phidget prototypes quickly. Those students were already knowledgeable in Visual Basic (skills), were given a collection of Phidget hardware and cables ahead of time (resources), and were provided with lectures illustrating the tangible interface genre along with a step by step tutorial of how to use Phidgets (learnability). The Proximity Toolkit was evaluated by illustrating graduate student projects: those students were also prepared in a manner similar to the Phidgets study, and the specialized equipment required was already in place. d_tools performed two evaluations with audiences knowledgeable in design, and were also prepared and supported. The first audience comprised participants with general design experience who were assigned particular tasks to do. The second were students in a masters-level HCI design course. In all the above cases, the context of the chosen audience approached a ‘best case’ for evaluation.

**AUTHOR BACKGROUND AND POSITION**

*David Ledo* is a PhD student at the University of Calgary working under supervision of Lora Oehlberg and Saul Greenberg. During his undergraduate, he took part in building toolkits (e.g. [9]), while during his masters he worked with the Proximity Toolkit, creating remote control applications [8]. Given his training and practice, he often creates libraries and wrappers for different tasks (e.g. visualization, networking). As part of teaching an undergraduate class in advanced HCI, David created a toolkit for his students to connect mobile devices and Phidgets to author new smart interactive objects. As part of his PhD topic, he works on creating prototyping tools for interaction designers to author smart interactive objects using mobile devices instead of electronic processors or components [7].

*Lora Oehlberg* is an Assistant Professor at the University of Calgary. Her research focuses on interactive tools and technologies that support creativity, innovation, and multi-disciplinary collaboration in domains such as interaction design, maker communities, and health care. Due to Lora’s research background in product design theory and methodology, she cares about how prototyping tools and toolkits fit into real-world interaction design practice. She is interested in the intersection of interaction design and product design practice – when designers want to use prototyping tools to define the behavior and form of interactive physical objects.

*Saul Greenberg* is a Faculty Professor and Emeritus Professor in the Department of Computer Science at the University of Calgary. While he is a computer scientist by training, the work by Saul and his students typify the cross-discipline aspects of Human Computer Interaction, Computer Supported Cooperative Work, and Ubiquitous Computing. He and his crew are well known for their development of: toolkits for rapid prototyping of groupware and ubiquitous appliances; innovative and system designs based on observations of social phenomenon; articulation of design-oriented social science theories; and refinement of evaluation methods.
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ABSTRACT
Existing user interface toolkits are based on a single user interacting with a single machine with a relatively fixed set of input devices. Today’s interactive systems, however, can involve multiple users interactive with a heterogeneous set of input, computational, and output capabilities across a dynamic set of different devices. The abstractions that help programmers create interactive software for one kind of system do not necessarily scale to these new kinds of environments. New toolkits designed around these new kinds of environments, however, need to be able to bridge existing software and libraries or recreate them from scratch. In this position paper, we examine these new constraints and needs and look at three strategies for software toolkits that help to bridge existing toolkit models to these new interaction paradigms.
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INTRODUCTION
The design of current user interface toolkits has changed relatively little since the first graphical user interfaces first began to appear: users interact with interface controls, or widgets, using a pointing device and a keyboard. While these toolkits have seen minor improvements over time, such as handling pointing with a finger or performing gestures, the overall design approach has changed little.

A programmer creates an interface using a collection of widgets. They typically come from a standard set of pre-defined widgets, but programmers may propose their own set of supplemental widgets. They may modify the behavior of an existing widget in some small way, such as a custom list view that might show font names rendered in the relevant font. Or they may provide wholly new behaviors, such as a double-ended range slider or an interactive graph view.

Ultimately, however, the applications programmers create are heavily influenced by the set of widgets provided by the toolkit. These widgets, however, were designed around at a time when one user interacted with one machine, and applications consisted of a single process running on that machine.

These assumptions start to break down in the context of multi-surface or cross-device interactions, where a logical application—from the user’s point of view—might involve processes running across multiple devices, such as a phone, tablet, tabletop, wall, or motion tracking system.

Moreover, adapting an existing application’s interaction or functionality to handle unanticipated usage scenarios may be cumbersome. A user who wishes to add a new toolbar button for a frequently-used task, or a teacher who wishes to extend an email client’s data detectors [5, 6] to link course numbers to an intranet course management website, or a technical writer who wishes to reference BibTeX citations in email client or presentation tool would be hard-pressed to do so without modifying existing applications’ source code.

Currently, developers of systems that permit such kinds of interaction in new environments or such malleable interfaces must create explicit support on an ad-hoc basis. We need to provide programmers the appropriate tools and abstractions on such concepts that make creating future applications feasible in the same way the current UI toolkits greatly reduced the barriers to making graphical user interfaces.

THREE CHALLENGES FOR TOOLKIT RESEARCH
We view three primary challenges for toolkit research in such future applications: handling the heterogeneity of future application contexts with multiple users, multiple machines, and multiple interaction modalities; making software more malleable to support users’ own particular needs in their own situated contexts; and bridging between the current state-of-the-art and future development models.

Multiple users, machines, interaction modalities
Application developers can no longer make the assumption that there will be one user, interacting with a single machine using a single mouse and a single keyboard. Applications in multi-surface environments, for example, may run on one or multiple machines, and the number of machines present may evolve during a single interaction session.
Figure 1: Multi-surface interaction with the BrainWall: multiple users interact with a table, wall-sized display, and physical interface props.

Figure 1 shows a real user scenario from our work with Substance Grise to create the BrainWall application [3]: A neuroscientist has the latest 3D brain scans of healthy and unhealthy brains on her smartphone. She enters the room and places her phone on an interactive tabletop to bring her data into the environment. Around the table, she and her colleagues arrange the brains to better facilitate comparison. To get a better view of the brains, she and her colleagues move in front of a wall-sized display that mirrors the display on the table, showing a high-resolution image of the brain scans. A colleague uses a wooden chopstick to point at a related structure on a plastic model of a brain, causing all of the brains displayed on the wall and table to re-orient their 3D views to that part of the brain. Another colleague takes out a tablet and selects one of the brains on the wall. On his tablet, he begins annotating the different structures and changing their colors, using the tablet as a personal workspace before sharing them with the group.

As this scenario shows, the BrainWall application actually consists of multiple applications running on multiple devices: a data provider on the neuroscientist’s phone, an organizer on the tabletop, a viewer on the wall, a 3D tracker for the physical brain and pointer, and an annotator on the colleague’s tablet.

Even without each of these individual components, the application would continue to function but without that component’s capabilities. A scientist could continue to sort brains without the wall, or view the brains without the 3D tracker, etc. These devices may dynamically come and go, as when the colleague takes out a tablet to join the environment and annotate brains, or if the neuroscientist leaves the room to take a phone call.

Moreover, each of these different devices offers a different computational and interactional profile, with different memory, storage, processing, communication, input, or output characteristics. An application developer must manage the complexities of this heterogeneity and dynamicity manually.

To help with these challenges and to provide developers with a set of abstractions that simplify data sharing strategies and different functionalities between devices, discovery, and interaction, we created the Shared Substance prototype [3], described below. While this approach reduces the barrier to creating multi-surface applications, programmers must master a new “data-oriented programming” model and still must explicitly manage the specifics of data sharing strategies (such as via local replication or remote querying). Some of these details may require specific consideration from the programmer. For the rest, we need to develop a collection of appropriate abstractions much as undo managers have freed programmers from needing to explicitly support such capabilities.

Making software malleable

Current applications are designed for a particular context of use, with developers making a certain set of assumptions about how the software will be used. It is not possible, however, for designers to foresee and anticipate the myriad ways that a user may make use of the software.

Current software toolkits provide relatively little support for end-users to extend the capabilities of their software. Some systems do provide support for users to create macros to automate certain actions, as in Microsoft’s Office suite or with AppleScript interfaces, but these are limited to the customization hooks that developers explicitly embed in their software and maintain as a separate set of functionalities. As such, developers must work explicitly to support these features and thus expose a larger surface area for potential bugs.

Some applications do provide support for plugins, but these interfaces are up to the individual application developer. Each application developer must create her own infrastructure for detecting loading, unloading, and sandboxing such plugins on an ad-hoc basis. As a result, each application, if it provides a plugin interface at all, offers a differing degree of access to program concepts and objects, and each modification creator must learn the specific intricacies of that particular program.

What is missing is explicit support in the toolkit to create generalizable application objects that programmers can re-use. In the 1980’s and 90’s, it was common for applications to provide their own “macro” capabilities, where users could automate their software using “macro” scripts. Each application provided its own set of capabilities, using its own specific macro scripting language. Today, Mac applications built with the standard Cocoa toolkit are automatically scriptable using AppleScript and support a standard set of universal objects and commands common to GUI applications: opening windows, selecting the frontmost document, clicking buttons, etc.
If application developers explicitly support it, they can add higher-level concepts as messages in an email program or todo items in a task manager. Nonetheless, application developers must explicitly provide such support, and the user is limited to the specific hooks provided by the developer.

Supporting such kinds of customization should be an automatic consequence of using standard toolkit elements and design patterns for interactive software. If a user wishes to, for example, overlay subtitles downloaded from the internet on a movie file downloaded from the iTunes store, it should be feasible for the user to be able to connect a subtitles loader to the video playback controller, even if the application developer did not anticipate such a feature.

**Recreating the universe**

We have created various toolkits that attempt to explore these concepts [2–4]. One of the challenges in creating new ways of building interactive software is the bootstrapping problem. If the toolkit is completely built from scratch, all applications in the environment need to be created from scratch. This approach offers great flexibility, but requires significant development effort and tends to lead to “toy” examples.

The Shared Substance [3] environment is an example of this kind of toolkit. Shared Substance is based on a data-oriented programming model similar to object-oriented programming in the sense that data associated with program concepts can be grouped together into objects and can have associated methods. In data-oriented programming, however, these methods are separable from the underlying data. Thus, an object running on a tabletop might offer a different set of functionalities than an object running on a smartphone, despite using the same underlying set of data. Data itself are organized into trees, providing a scene graph that can be shared across the different devices in a multi-surface environment.

Shared Substance programmers thus choose which subtrees to make available to other devices. The toolkit provides built-in discovery capabilities. When data are shared, or new devices become available, programs can either replicate the data by maintaining a cloned copy that must be kept in sync with its source, or they can mount the data, assuring that the original always maintains an authoritative copy of the data. Adding new functionality involves associating new Facets, or collections of methods, that can be attached to different parts of the data.

While this approach provides a set of transparent abstractions that frees the programmer from many of the challenges of multi-surface interactions, it does require programmers to think about and write software in a very different way. We found that the mental gymnastics of contorting one’s brain into a new way of thinking hindered the development of software in this environment. Moreover, any new capabilities or applications, such as displaying a new kind of data on the wall, involved writing the code from scratch.

**Bridging to legacy software: Scotty**

Scotty [2] uses a different philosophy. Its goal is two-fold: to provide a test-bed for exploring instrumental interaction [1] and to provide a toolkit for the development of malleable applications. Rather than create a toolkit from scratch built around these concepts, we built Scotty as a meta-toolkit that grafted new capabilities into Cocoa. Thus, existing Cocoa applications can benefit from Scotty’s new capabilities without modification of their source code.

Scotty thus is able to give arbitrary Cocoa applications the ability to load Scotty plugins that can be built using concepts of instrumental interaction. Scotty instrument plugins draw upon the Scotty toolkit to provide lenses into the underlying application’s objects, views, and controllers. As such, creating the subtitles modification described above is “simply” a matter of identifying the playback window’s playback controller to extract the current time. Scotty itself provides tools for helping a plugin developer to inspect and make sense of a host application’s interface and core program objects. Adding this new functionality is thus a matter of attaching a transparent overlay window, loading a Python module that decodes subtitles, etc. In about 150 lines of Python code, a programmer can “teach” Quicktime Player to load subtitles from an external file, overlay them on the screen, and integrate them to the playback of the movie.

This approach has the advantage of quickly being able to take advantage of the full ecosystem of existing Mac applications. In theory, researchers are not bound by what they can develop. If an existing program offers the core functionality necessary, it should be straightforward to incorporate it into a research prototype.

The reality, of course, is different: design choices made by the original developers are invisible. Shoe-horning them into a new environment, with different core assumptions and core values, can involve considerable effort. In the case of instrumental interaction, for example, Mac applications just aren’t designed with this style of interaction in mind. A developer may end up spending as much effort adapting an existing application to a new interaction paradigm as she would have implementing a proof of concept. Only in hindsight can she evaluate whether that effort is worth the benefits of having a real application running in a real environment versus a functional proof-of-concept research prototype.

**Webstrates**

In between these two approaches, we built Webstrates as a sort of putty to build shareable dynamic media on top of existing web technologies. Developers can take advantage of existing knowledge of HTML, JavaScript, and CSS to build webstrates in this new environment. The learning curve to at least be functional in this environment is relatively low. Moreover, existing web applications and libraries are readily available so long as they meet or can be made to meet certain core assumptions of Webstrates (notably that the DOM in a web browser is no longer ephemeral).

Webstrates combines several appealing properties for the exploration of new kinds of applications: it is compatible with a large selection of applications that meet the requirements above, developers can leverage their existing knowledge and experience, web environments present a relatively low barrier...
to entry, and the webstrate canvas itself is a relatively open environment in which developers can experiment freely.

In contrast to a strict bridge such as Scotty, where application developers must fit within the constraints of the Cocoa development environment first, and then figure out how to express their new interactions within its concepts, Webstrates allow developers to focus first on their concepts, and then on the constraints of the web framework. Both approaches use a bridging approach to bootstrap the development environment, but Webstrates finds a more lightweight balance than does Scotty.

CONCLUSIONS

Modern toolkits need to break the core assumptions implicit in historical interface toolkits. No longer do we live in a world of a single user at a single keyboard and mouse, interacting on his or her own. Multiple users may interact with multiple devices each in dynamic environments with different interactive and computational properties. The interactive metaphors that worked in historic environments do not necessarily hold up in the face of these new additions. We thus need to build new toolkits to help programmers build interactive software that can handle these changing constraints.

We have presented a collection of three toolkits that we have built, deployed, and published. Through this experience, we have explored different styles of implementing new interaction models and new ways of modeling interactive software; and new ways of building off of the existing set of tools that have been created over the course of the WIMP and early post-WIMP era.
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THREE CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES
End User Development
The design and development of flexible software able to match the many possible users’ needs is still a difficult challenge. It is almost impossible to identify all the requirements at design time and, in addition, such requirements are not static since user needs are likely to change/evolve over time, and designers have to consider the wide variability of the possible contexts of use. Indeed, the explosion of mobile technologies has made it possible for people to access their applications from a variety of contexts of use that differ in terms of available devices, things, and services, and that require specific actions when various types of events occur. Thus, it is not possible to guarantee a complete fit between the initially designed system and actual needs at any given time. As a result, it is important to design interactive software through methods and tools capable of dynamically and quickly responding to new requirements without spending vast amounts of resources, and which are able to consider that boundaries between design-time and run-time have become more and more blurred. Achieving this can increase the impact of software development companies since their applications can more easily penetrate many markets thanks to their ability to be customized directly by domain experts.

End-User Development (EUD) [1] approaches can help to solve such issues by enabling the possibility of customizing software applications by domain experts that have not experience in programming. Users’ backgrounds can vary from management, engineering, construction, education, research, health, insurance, sales, administration or other areas. On the one hand, such users share a common requirement for software to support their common tasks, which may vary rapidly, and some of them cannot even be anticipated at design time, but discovered only during actual use. On the other hand, current slow software development cycles and the lack of domain knowledge on the part of software developers are limitations to addressing the requirements of the different users. Thus, EUD can reduce time and costs needed for customizations and increase their quality by avoiding potential misunderstandings between final users and developers.

Cross-device User Interfaces
The increasing availability of various types of devices in our daily life is often a missed opportunity since current applications are limited in supporting seamless task performance across them. Users often perceive device fragmentation around them rather than an ecosystem of devices that supports their activities. In order to address such issues a number of frameworks, platforms, and authoring environments have been proposed, mainly in research environment. The goal is to facilitate design and development of multi-device user interfaces. Responsive design is not enough to address such issues since its basic assumption is that the user at a given time interacts with only one device, such device may vary over time, and thus it provides the possibility of easily modifying the presentation mainly according to the screen size. In cross-device design such assumption no longer holds, and the goal is to allow developers to create applications that allow users to interact with many devices at the same time, and the various parts of the user interfaces distributed across the different devices can keep their state synchronized. We can distinguish various types of multi-device user interfaces depending on the features that they support: migratory user interfaces are able to dynamically migrate from one device to another in order to follow users’ movements while preserving their state; distributed user interfaces allow users to interact with an application through multiple devices at the same time; cross-device user interfaces are distributed user interfaces, with the additional capability to synchronise their state, so that the interactions through some element in one device update the state of the corresponding elements (if any) in another device. Such categories are not mutually exclusive, so for example it is possible to have user interfaces that are both migratory and cross-device.
Model-based User Interfaces

Model-based approaches [2] have been proposed to manage the increasing complexity derived from user interfaces in multi-device environments. They have also been considered in W3C for standardization in order to ease their industrial adoption. The main idea is to provide a small general conceptual vocabulary to support user interface developers in the design process. The resulting logical descriptions can then be transferred into a variety of implementation languages with the support of automatic transformations, thereby hiding the complexity deriving from the heterogeneous languages and devices, and sparing developers the need to learn all the details of such implementation languages. Thus, they can be useful to obtain more accessible applications as well since they make more explicit the semantics and the role of the various user interface elements, which is also important for access through assistive technologies.

One important contribution in the area of intelligent user interfaces was Supple [3], which provided a tool able to consider aspects related to the user and the device at hand for generating a personalized version of the interactive application. However, the combined explosion of mobile technologies and Internet of Things has posed new challenges to address since there is a variety of contextual aspects to consider when generating interactive applications. More recently, a generative approach with semantic interaction descriptions for obtaining user interfaces for smart things was proposed [4] but again it assumed some previous knowledge of the smart things to address, and thus lacked the ability to support customization for dynamic contexts of use.

Other authors have more focused on how the use of model-based UI development approaches can improve the experience of users interacting with context-dependent, multi-platform applications. Recent contributions [5] presented a UI development framework for ambient applications integrated with a user modelling system, in order to provide usability predictions during early development stages.

One issue in model-based techniques is that because heuristics are often involved in the generation process, the connection between specification and final result can be problematic to understand and control. Programmers must also learn a new language for specifying the models, which raises the threshold of their use. However, the importance of such approach is demonstrated by its adoption, to some extent, by a widely used languages as HTML 5. Indeed, one of the main HTML 5 features is the introduction of more semantics tags, which better express the purpose of the possible user interface elements. On the other hand, HTML 5 is still limited with respect to the potentialities of model-based approaches since it mainly considers only graphical user interfaces, while languages such as MARIA [6] can be used also for generating multimodal user interfaces [7] as well.

THREE SUCCESSFUL TOOLKITS

The Context Toolkit

The Context Toolkit [8] aimed at facilitating the development and deployment of context-aware applications. The Context Toolkit was among the earliest supports for developing context-enabled applications by providing a library to facilitate integration with sensors. It was one of the first attempts to support developers in creating applications able to consider not only the events that occur on the screen but also those that are generated in the surrounding environment.

The authors defined context as environmental information that is part of an application’s operating environment and that can be sensed by the application. It consisted of context widgets and a distributed infrastructure that hosted the widgets. Context widgets are software components that provide applications with access to context information while hiding the details of context sensing. In the same way GUI widgets insulate applications from some presentation concerns, context widgets insulate applications from context acquisition concerns. To summarize, the main features of the Context Toolkit were: encapsulation of sensors; access to context data through a network API; abstraction of context data through interpreters; sharing of context data through a distributed infrastructure; storage of context data, including history; basic access control for privacy protection.

It initially considered a limited set of events and led to meld the context awareness code with the application. More recently, the Context Toolkit has been augmented with support to facilitate development and debugging of context-dependent applications [9]. Programming abstractions, called Situations, expose an API supporting both developers and designers to provide application adaptivity without coping with low-level code.

Scratch

Scratch [10] is a visual programming language developed by the MIT Media Lab, which targets students, scholars, and teachers parents to easily create animations, games, and similar applications. Thus, it represents a useful tool for a range of educational and entertainment purposes., and it can be a way for introducing to the more advanced world of computer programming. Scratch represents an example of tool for end user development environment based on the jigsaw puzzle metaphor, in particular in creating interactive applications with multimedia content. In this metaphor, each software components is seen as a piece of a puzzle and the shapes of the various pieces provide the cognitive hints needed to understand the possible compositions. As such, non-expert users can easily associate each puzzle piece with the component it represents. While this metaphor supports
more complex configurations than the ones supported by the pipeline metaphor, one disadvantage is that it has constrained capability for limited expressiveness. Indeed, the pieces of the puzzle have a limited number of interfaces (i.e. sides), thereby restricting the set of possible programming expressions. AppInventor [11] has then exploited such metaphor to support the development of functionalities triggered by events on an app user interface. While in Scratch and AppInventor the puzzles pieces are used to represent low-level programming constructs, a different approach has been proposed in Puzzle [12], in which it has been adopted to support development of Internet of Things applications on smartphones; and the elements are associated with high-level functionalities that can also control various actuators. Thus, Puzzle has been designed to facilitate the composition of various pieces through a touch interface for a screen with limited size. Each possible puzzle piece represents a high-level functionality that can be composed, and its shape and colours indicate the number of inputs and outputs and the information type of information that they can communicate. Thus, the tool provides a usable solution but is limited to the composition of functionalities for which a puzzle piece has been provided.

Supple
One important contribution in the area of intelligent user interfaces was Supple [3], which provided a tool able to consider aspects related to the user and the device at hand for generating a personalized version of the interactive application.

Supple uses decision-theoretic optimization to automatically generate user interfaces adapted to a person’s abilities, devices, preferences, and tasks. In particular, SUPPLE can generate user interfaces for people with motor and vision impairments and the results of our laboratory experiments show that these automatically generated, ability-based user interfaces significantly improve speed, accuracy and satisfaction of users with motor impairments compared to manufacturers’ default interfaces. It takes a functional specification of the interface, the device-specific constraints, a typical usage trace, and a cost function. The cost function is based on user preferences and expected speed of operation. SUPPLE’s optimization algorithm finds the user interface, which minimizes the cost function while also satisfying all device constraints.

The SUPPLE authors then focused on how to exploit SUPPLE in order to support disabled users, for example, by automatically generating user interfaces for a user with impaired dexterity based on a model of her actual motor abilities. More generally, we can consider adaptation useful for both permanent and temporary disabilities. An example of temporary disability is when the user has to move fast and interact with a graphical mobile device. Thus, the user’s visual attention cannot be completely allocated to the interaction.

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF MY PAST WORK
The goal of my research work has been to bring human values such as usability and accessibility in the design and development of interactive technologies.

At the beginning, my main research area was model-based design of interactive applications. I developed the ConcurTaskTrees notation for specifying task models and also designed an associated environment (CTTE) to support the development and analysis of task models specified through this notation, which has been widely used in various industries and universities in various parts of the world (with 26000 downloads). The tool has been applied in several application domains including ERP, interactive safety-critical systems (for example in air traffic control1), and the language has been the input for a W3C standard in the area (http://www.w3.org/TR/task-models/). I also worked on the design of the MultiModal TERESA and MARIA languages and the associated tools, whose main purpose is to support designers of multi-device, multimodal interactive applications starting with user interface logical descriptions.

A considerable amount of work has also been dedicated to mobile guides. I designed the first museum mobile guide in Italy for the Marble Museum. Then, various solutions for this type of guide have been further designed, some in collaboration with local museums, which exploit various technologies for location awareness, collaboration and multimodal interaction.

From this type of experience I have broaden my interests to ubiquitous interactive systems. In particular, to address issues related to multi-device environments by proposing original solutions for migratory and cross-device user interfaces, which allow seamless access through a variety of devices ranging from wearable to large public displays, and dynamic allocation of interactive components across them. I also edited and wrote part of a book on Migratory Interactive Applications for Ubiquitous Environments published by Springer Verlag.

In parallel, another research topic in which I have played a pioneering role is end-user development, in which area I coordinated a European Network of Excellence (EUD-net). I also co-edited (together with Henry Lieberman from MIT, and Volker Wulf from University of Siegen) one of the best-known books on End User Development (widely cited), and carried out various research studies in the area. In this area I have actively worked at the design of various authoring environments and tools, such as Puzzle for intuitively editing interactive applications from a smartphone, or a mashup tool for creating new Web applications by composing existing components using the

1 https://www.eurocontrol.int/ehp/?q=node/1617
familiar copy-paste interaction across them. More recently, I have focused on how to personalize context-dependent applications through trigger-action rules [13].

SUGGESTIONS FOR TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

I see room for discussion at the workshop from different perspectives. One perspective is to consider the main technological trends and how they impact on the design of user interface toolkits. For example, we are in the Internet of Things time, which means more and more surrounded by various types of sensors, objects, devices and services that can be associated dynamically to meet user’s expectations. Are current toolkits able to sufficiently support the design and development of applications for such environments?

Another perspective is to analyse trends and solutions in this area through the threshold/ceiling criteria (the “threshold” is how difficult it is to learn how to use the toolkit, and the “ceiling” is how much can be done using the toolkit) [14]. Various toolkits have been criticized because they have high threshold and low ceiling, which means they require considerable effort for learning how to use them, and then in the end they support limited functionalities. What approaches should be considered to invert this situation and obtain low threshold / high ceiling solutions?

One further perspective is to focus on the main attributes that user interface toolkits should have, and thus they can be useful to design an evaluation framework for toolkits. Such attributes are usually important both for the toolkits and the applications that they allow developers to obtain. Example of attributes that seem particularly relevant are: coverage, consistency, interoperability, usability, customizability, extensibility, and scalability.
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I argue that systems-oriented HCI should explore software engineering principles and architectures that emphasize user interaction over designer control. Many researchers have argued that user-empowering interaction should decouple tools from the objects they act on. Implementing this decoupling requires actively subverting the traditional architectures of interactive systems, including the encapsulation of interactive systems into closed applications, and the overly coupled event-driven programming model. I present a sketch of an architecture where interaction instruments are a first-class object to address these issues.
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INTRODUCTION
Interactive systems, which nowadays are primarily desktop, mobile, and web applications, are notoriously inflexible: they encapsulate a fixed user interface to manipulate a predefined type of data, with little user control over the configuration and capabilities of the software. Beaudouin-Lafon argues that “the only way to significantly improve user interfaces is to shift the research focus from designing interfaces to designing interaction.” [2] He outlines several challenges for moving towards novel interactive systems in HCI research, among them developing novel interaction architectures, which support interaction at the tool and middleware level: “Interactive systems are by definition open: they interact with the user (or users) and often with other programs. They must therefore adapt to various contexts of use, both on the users side and on the computer side. […] I believe it is critical that we define interaction architectures that give more control to end users, that are more resistant to changes in the environment, and that scale well. I call these three properties reinterpretable, resilience and scalability.” [2]

Consider a user writing a document, who decides she wants to add a figure. She may have several applications with sophisticated illustration tools, but none of them allows her to just draw the figure directly on the “paper” of the document. If she is writing a math report, she can write formulae in her word processor, but she cannot ask it to evaluate them. By contrast, when interacting with the physical world, people spontaneously extend their capability to manipulate particular objects by adding tools, and use tools and objects in ways that they were not necessarily designed for. Can we achieve such flexibility in software systems? Can we decompose interactive systems into components such that users can compose them in ways that correspond to their idiosyncratic needs?

Allowing users to actively de-compose and re-compose systems is a way of letting them do more with less. Indeed, this would let users: replace basic tools that exist in many variations across a system with the one they prefer, e.g., they can choose their preferred way of picking and applying colors rather than the one imposed by each application they use; select and combine parts of different systems coming from different vendors to support their particular workflow; and adapt tools to contexts they were not designed for, e.g., use a statistical graphing tool to create drawings.

In software architecture, flexibility is the quality of being able to change a system by adding, rather than modifying parts [6, p. 35]. Gjerlufsen et al. distinguish between flexibility at design-time and runtime [10]. Whereas design-time flexibility is advantageous to engineers who will need to reuse and extend a system architecture, runtime flexibility can allow users to extend the capabilities of a system in use. Therefore, to create reinterpretable systems we should develop toolkits that shift flexibility towards users rather than towards designers and developers.

In this paper, I critique aspects of common interaction architectures, and sketch a critical alternative. I argue that the application model of software and event-driven programming create static systems where user-facing flexibility is exceptional. I describe an architecture based on interaction instruments that users can freely appropriate and combine according to their needs.
CRITIQUING INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE

Today, most of our interactions with the digital world are mediated by applications (apps for short). Apps make for static, closed systems, where there is typically one user, one device, a prescribed set of tools, and one or more digital artifacts, such as a document. Apps are isolated from the environment in which they are used. Their internals are encapsulated by a strict interface for input and output. To work on a document stored in a file, an app has to load the file and create an internal representation that it can change. This encapsulation strictly limits how apps can be combined. Apps can be sequenced, i.e., a file output by one app can be loaded by another (if the formats are compatible), but they cannot concurrently work with the same file. On the output side, apps each have their own window, so their content cannot be mixed or exchanged, except through copy-paste — which duplicates, rather than shares, content. Some apps share content through a remote database, but then bear the burden of maintaining consistency between the database and their internal state. This is more akin to a distributed app than an open environment.

As apps couple what you can do (commands) with what you can do it to (content), they implement procedures rather than tools and materials. Procedures are idealized descriptions of how work is done. In real life, the boundaries between different types of work are porous, and people constantly add tools, materials, and collaborators to expand their capabilities. Apps are too rigid and monolithic for flexible interactive systems.

Gat argues that apps accumulate complexity because they are closed systems [9]. Since each app defines all the available tools in its particular domain, vendors end up competing on having the most features. According to Gat, the app model inevitably leads to large systems that function poorly. In practice, since it is impossible to meet the needs of every member of some particular community of practice, apps end up being designed from a one-size-fits-all approach.

At the programming language level, the most common model for defining interactions is event-driven programming. Event-driven programming chains together statements of the form “When this input event happens on this graphical object, do that”. In other words, event-driven interactions are programmed by creating design-time bindings between concrete user actions and concrete commands. This programming model creates strong coupling between tools and their targets by binding objects and input methods to particular interactions in program code. It also creates interactions that are opaque to users, because they have no knowledge of which bindings are in effect at any point in time.

Several programming models have been developed as alternatives to event-driven programming, such as functional reactive programming [8, 7] and hierarchical state machines [4]. These models attempt to improve on the limitations of event-driven programming for maintainable and flexible code, but do not address the user-facing flexibility of tools.

The app model is the result of common architectures and software engineering principles that have good properties for engineers and developers, but not for users. From an engineering perspective, the app model is very reasonable: Encapsulation means that each application can be developed with the assumption that it exists in a vacuum. It creates less opportunities for users to cause errors, and allows designers to keep a lot of control over how their software is used.

The limitations of the app model cannot be addressed at the level of individual systems. Rather, we should investigate and demonstrate alternative programming models and architectures that embed qualities such as reinterpretability, resilience, and scalability.

EXAMPLES OF RELEVANT SYSTEMS AND TOOLKITS

There are many cases of research advocating for and investigating user-facing flexibility. For example, Meyrowitz [14] critiqued the monolithic aspect of hypertext systems at the time, and Gat [9] argued for abolishing the division between users and programmers. The early Buttons system [13] demonstrated how to create and exchange small interactive components; Wulf et al. [17] created an architecture supporting the notion of “casual programmer”; Newman et al. [15] describe a system that encourages opportunistic uses of resources discovered in a ubicomp environment; Shared Substance [10] provides a flexible environment for multi-surface interaction.

I emphasize the next two examples as they are particularly relevant to the approach described in the next section: Olsen gives an analysis of how the Unix operating system model, where everything is a file, allows users to compose and extend (terminal-based) tools flexibly: “In the UNIX environment all commands are expected to read ASCII text from standard input and write ASCII to standard output. By unifying everything around ASCII text it was possible to build a wide range of pluggable tools that would store, extract, search, edit, and transform text. Because programs output readable text, users could readily see how some other program could manipulate such output for purposes not considered by the creators. This recognition of potential new uses in information, coupled with standard tools for text manipulation, is very powerful.” [16] This principle of designing systems from small composable parts is echoed in both functional and object-oriented programming, but is rarely present in graphical user interfaces.

Webstrates [12] is an example of an interaction architecture that shifts flexibility to users. It is a web server that supports real-time sharing of a large class of HTML documents: any change made to the Document Object Model (DOM) of a page loaded in a web browser is sent to the server, stored, and broadcast to the other browsers that have loaded that page. Webstrates turns the web into a medium where sharing and transclusion, the ability to include one document within another, are basic properties of the document model. Klokmose et al. show that this shareable medium can serve as a building block to create multi-user, multi-device systems that are extensible and reconfigurable at run-time.

Webstrates demonstrates that a toolkit can use existing infrastructure to create a novel model of interactive software. In the same vein, I argue that an interaction architecture where reinterpretable tools are first-class objects can be created economically by relying on existing platforms, e.g., the web.
A SKETCH OF REINTERPRETABLE TOOLS

The instrumental interaction model describes instruments as the primary means of interacting with the digital world: "An interaction instrument is a mediator or two-way transducer between the user and domain objects. The user acts on the instrument, which transforms the user’s actions into commands affecting relevant target domain objects. Instruments have reactions enabling users to control their actions on the instrument, and provide feedback as the command is carried out on target objects” [1].

Interaction instruments are a good starting point for reinterpretable tools, because they are explicit objects, conceptually independent from apps, as opposed to the rules used by event-driven programming to define the behavior of each domain object when clicked on, dragged, etc. The physical tool metaphor also has the advantage that it is clear to users which instruments are available and active at any given moment.

Instrumental interaction is a descriptive and generative model that has been applied to design systems with novel interfaces, such as a bimanual colored Petri-nets editor [3] or digital curation on a tabletop [5]. In a toolkit for interaction instruments, several questions for the entities and processes around instruments occur:

- How is an instrument described?
- How are instruments decoupled from both the devices used to manipulate them and the target objects they operate on?
- What are the user actions and commands that instruments transduce?

Describing instruments

Institutional interaction covers both physical and logical devices. The latter consist of a graphical representation to show their state and represent feedback, input channels to receive user actions, and a logic for mapping actions on the instruments to operations on the instrument’s target. There are multiple abstractions that could implement this logical component, such hierarchical state machines (HSM’s) [4, 11]. HSM’s can be described as simple, isolated systems, which can be composed to create more complex behaviors. Importantly, instrument are defined independently of their concrete input mechanisms and output targets.

The instrument chain

Instruments can be chained, e.g., a pen instrument can be operated with a mouse or with a stylus. An action performed through a chain of instruments might look like this: “Alice clicks and drags the mouse to move the cursor instrument, which operates the paintbrush instrument, which leaves a red trail on the canvas.”

The instrument chain, from physical action to final result, is continuously established, broken and re-created through use. In real life, we grasp tools and assemble them, e.g., combine a pen and a ruler to draw a straight line. In software, we implement the grasping metaphor with simple actions, e.g., clicking to select. A toolkit for instrumental interaction should have a richer set of elementary gestures and simple rules to combine instruments into a chain. In particular, a low-level collision-detection routine would determine when objects overlap to establish (and break) the instrument chain: The dragging instrument would activate the paintbrush when clicked on top of it, and the paintbrush would determine that it is over the canvas and lay ink on it.

User actions as signals

Once the chain of instruments is established, they can exchange actions and reactions. In event-driven programming, events travel from manipulated objects to observers. This is inappropriate for instruments, because instruments should not limit what type of event can be applied to them. Functional reactive programming extends the notion of events to signals — time-varying streams of values. This seems more appropriate for instruments: interaction is represented as a signal travelling through the instrument chain.

If an instrument cannot distinguish between operating another instrument or manipulating a domain object, this implies that instrument input and output are isomorphic. At the end of the instrument chain, the result of an action is some combination of reading and writing to the target object’s state. We therefore model instrument operation in terms of mutating state: Instruments send each other operations, which can be stated as sequences of insertions, deletions, and updates. Returning to the previous example, the dragging instrument changes the position of the paintbrush instrument, and the paintbrush adds brushstrokes to the canvas. Operations do not need to be interpreted, as opposed to events. This means that the set of possible operations is open, and can be extended by new instruments.

With support for instruments at the operating system level, interaction scenarios such as those described in the introduction become feasible. Under this architecture, applications could be replaced by packages of instruments that fit a coherent domain, e.g., word processing or illustration. Users are empowered to reuse, adapt, and combine instruments as they see fit: One user may reuse a text cursor that supports his most used editing commands for writing e-mails, filling out forms, and taking notes; another may adapt a pen instrument from a drawing suite to handwrite annotations when reviewing homework; and a third may combine a word processing suite and a math evaluation instrument to write math reports. The ability to chain instruments further supports combining and extending instrument behaviors, e.g., a pen instrument can be used for freehand drawing, but chaining the same instrument with a dragging instrument constrained by a geometric shape turns it into a pen for drawing shapes.

CONCLUSION

Architectures are not neutral in implementing interaction. The app model of software couples tools and the objects they manipulate at design-time. At a lower level, this coupling is reflected in the coupling between input and output in, e.g., event-driven programming. This interaction architecture translates into static systems that limit the ability of users to de-compose and re-compose interactive systems. Shifting flexibility towards users is an outstanding challenge for systems-oriented HCI.
Interactive systems should leverage our natural ability to reuse, adapt, and combine tools. The tool metaphor of instrumental interaction is a good starting point for treating interactions as first-class objects and making interactive systems more flexible. By providing architectural support for interaction instruments, I hope to demonstrate the power of this approach. The ability to compose instruments should not only benefit end-users, but would also motivate software producers to create systems that are small and composable, rather than monolithic and isolated [9].
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to outline the challenges we have encountered during the development and evaluation of our Physiological Data Visualization (UX Heatmap) toolkit and discuss the opportunities that emerged from our experience. The main goal of the Physiological Data Visualization toolkit is to allow simpler and richer interpretation of physiological signals for UI evaluation, in order to reduce the barriers associated with the use of physiological measures in the fields of user experience design and research. Following a user test with 11 UX experts from the industry, we were able to better understand how and in which contexts they would use the proposed UX Heatmap toolkit in their practice.
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INTRODUCTION
Measuring the emotional state of users during the interaction is essential to the design of richer user experience. Users’ emotional and cognitive states can be inferred using physiological signals such as electrodermal activity, heart rate, eye tracking, and facial expressions [1-2]. These measures can provide important temporal information to UX experts as to what the user is experiencing throughout the interaction without retrospective or social desirability bias [3]. However, these measures are still difficult to contextualize and interpret as they are not specifically associated with user behavior or interaction states. Physiological signals also require a certain degree of interpretation, as outputs need to be processed in order to transition from raw data to useful actionable insights. The objective of the proposed UX Heatmap toolkit is to address these issues and help UX experts incorporate physiological data in their user tests.

TOOLKIT OVERVIEW
Traditional gaze heatmaps are used in eyetracking as intuitive representations of aggregated gaze data [4]. Their main use is to help researchers and UX experts answer the question: “Where in the interface do people tend to look?” [5]. In the proposed UX Heatmap toolkit, the users’ gaze now serves as a mean of mapping physiological signals onto the user interface. The resulting heatmaps represent the physiological signals’ distribution over the interface, and can help answer the following question: “Where in the interface do people tend to emotionally or cognitively react more strongly?”

Toolkits aim at facilitating and fostering the adoption of emerging and complex technologies to new and non-expert populations [6]. Our toolkit aims to tackle the following challenges regarding the use of physiological measures in the prototyping and evaluation of user interfaces by UX experts: (1) data synchronization of multiple signals from various apparatus (e.g., visual attention using eyetracking and arousal using electrodermal activity), (2) valid physiological inferences (e.g., taking into account different signal latencies), and (3) the interpretation and contextualization of data using multiple types of visualizations. We thus designed a visualization toolkit that contextualizes physiological and behavioral signals to facilitate their use, see figure 1 [7].
The Motives behind the Toolkit

Our recent work with industry has led us to question a major discrepancy between industry and academic practices: while physiological measures are increasingly used in research, the adoption of these methods as UX evaluation tools remain uncommon in industry. From our experience interacting with the industry, there is a growing demand for more quantitative user research to provide data-driven recommendations based on physiological data such as eye tracking and emotional reactions. We therefore wanted to understand what can be done to facilitate their adoption in the industry.

Furthermore, physiological measures, in combination with traditional methods, can help practitioners to better evaluate the emotional dimension of user experience, which focuses on emotional responses triggered by the system interaction [8-10], as they each provide complementary information on how users feel about a system, game, or web interface [11]. While traditional evaluation methods can offer episodic data, i.e., before or after the interaction, physiological measures can provide moment-to-moment information [12]. For example, the addition of physiological measures can help practitioners identify the cognitive and emotional reactions users experienced using an interface, while a post-task interview can help delve further, after having identified these emotions. Therefore, this toolkit was built for UX experts, whose needs differ from those of academic researchers. While the former’s needs are to analyze and adequately communicate findings to improve user experience, the latter’s interest resides in the validation and understanding of phenomena, based on hypotheses [13].

PREVIOUS WORKS

Although there exists a series of HCI evaluations toolkits, the majority do not include physiological measures. Most usability toolkits simply guide the user toward the right tool to use for his or her context. However, certain toolkits do integrate physiological measures, tackling one aspect of the problem at hand. Most researchers have concentrated their efforts on finding ways to measure physiological signals and interaction states synchronously. For example, Kivikangas et al. [14] have developed a triangulation system to interpret physiological data from video game events. Dufresne et al. [15] have proposed an integrated approach to eyetracking-based task recognition as well as physiological measures in the context of user experience research. Other researchers have also developed tools that allow users’ to manually assign subjective emotional ratings on visual interfaces [16] or to visualize emotional reactions in terms of GUI widgets [17]. While these research streams have produced interesting results, they are not easily transferable to new contexts of use, as they are based on internal information from the interactive system (e.g., video game logs, application events, or areas of interest). So, we looked to package and streamline this process and provide an integrated solution for UX experts.

THE EVALUATION OF THE TOOLKIT

To evaluate the proposed UX Heatmap toolkit, we conducted a study with eleven UX practitioners and consultants. Each interview lasted about one hour and a half, following a variation on the think aloud protocol, cooperative evaluation [18]. As such, participants were
asked to talk through what they were doing; the interviewer taking on a more active role by asking questions along the way (e.g., ‘Why?’ ‘What do you think would happen?’).

UX experts were also asked to complete a user testing evaluation report using the toolkit. The PowerPoint report included a study summary, a research scenario and qualitative data. Participants were first briefed on the task at hand (i.e., complete a UX report for an online grocer using the UX Heatmap toolkit), before going through the partially completed report with the interviewer, to put them into context and get a sense of what was required of them. Participants had to complete two PowerPoint slides. The physiological signal data set used for the evaluation was collected in a previous study [19]. Practitioners were asked to: (1) generate and select data visualizations to include in their report using the toolkit, (2) interpret the results, and (3) provide recommendations to the client. The remainder of the time was used to discuss of the advantages and disadvantages physiological measures as a UX evaluation method, as well as the toolkit itself. This evaluation task was added to help UX experts integrate the information on physiological measures quickly and effectively, and to give them a concrete opportunity to use the toolkit in order to envision themselves using it in their own practice.

WHAT WE LEARNED

The goal behind the creation of the Physiological Data Visualization toolkit was to bring physiological measures to UX practitioners. Below are some of the findings we uncovered during the evaluation process of this toolkit.

Having a clear understanding of: (1) the constraints and limitations of potential user’s, as this may limit the extent to which these users will consider the toolkits as a viable addition to their practice. The way in which researchers process and use information is quite different than the way practitioners do. For example, the automatization of certain functionalities (i.e. participant and layer creation), which we saw as superfluous, or nice-to-haves, were seen as crucial by practitioners in order to accelerate the interpretation of the visualizations generated with our toolkit. For researchers, this represent a minimal gain; as for practitioners faced with short development cycles, this is seen as saving, both time and money, two important attributes when choosing new methodologies.

(2) potential users’ context of use, as this may limit the extent to which novice practitioners and researchers will consider these technologies as a viable addition to their projects. When asked about their intent to reuse the tool, ten out of eleven practitioners interviewed stated that they would use the toolkit in their practice. When inquired further, six of them declared that their use of the tool would depend on the projects, using it only in the interventions where emotions are an important component or if clients specifically requested them to use physiological signals. This could translate into a steep and ever present learning curve, as practitioners must re-learn how to use the toolkit and materials associated with the data collection of physiological signals at each use. As a result, it could be challenging for practitioners to master the toolkit if only used occasionally. Therefore, a barrier to entry exist for professionals unable to justify the financial investment due to sparse usage of such tools (i.e., eyetrackers, sensors).

Additional Challenges related to physiological measure usage by UX experts: reliance on external sources and tools can become an issue. For non-expert users, learning how to correctly take ownership of a new technology using a toolkit is already an endeavor; the addition to peripheral techniques and methods creates a much higher learning curve than they may have initially anticipated. Although the Physiological Data Visualization toolkit makes physiological measures more accessible to UX practitioners by addressing the interpretation of signals, there remains a need to better educate professional on some of the more technical aspects of physiological measurements. Data collection, experimental setup, and data extraction still have to be overseen by UX experts, representing an important time and financial constraints.

CONCLUSION

The objective of this paper was to highlight the challenges we have encountered during the development and evaluation of our Physiological Data Visualization toolkit and discuss the opportunities that emerged from our experience. Designing, building and sharing toolkits are a great way to bring new technologies to the larger HCI community. Understanding the end user is primordial to the development of a toolkit that will truly reach its goal and audience, which we uncover through the evaluation of our toolkit, which makes discussions on the methods and metrics that can be used to evaluate toolkits all the more interesting. By pursuing our working with potential users during the design and development phases of the toolkit, our objective is to continue to reduce the barriers associated with the use of physiological measures in the fields of user experience design and research.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, I reflect on my experience from the past several years conducting toolkit driven multi-device interaction research that appeared in CHI and EICS. I discuss lessons learned and share my perspective on the larger field of user interface engineering, including what I think the main challenges and opportunities are with toolkits research and good examples of it. I hope that sharing my perspective is useful for the new generation of researchers interested in, and potentially struggling with, doing engineering research in HCI.
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BEFORE I GET STARTED
Toolkits and system-driven research is one of the most challenging, but perhaps also the most interesting, kinds of research we have in HCI. It is challenging for many reasons: results wise—because it takes a lot of time and effort to create a system that can be studied to answer the research questions behind it, process wise—because every system is different and there are too many technical, design and evaluation challenges that cannot all be addressed at once and therefore need to be well balanced, and publication wise—because the resulting artifact is likely to come close to other systems and it is neither an easy task for authors to articulate the differences nor for reviewers to judge whether these are significant.

I learned this the hard way as a PhD student interested in designing systems and tools that solve real-world problems. I started out with publication attempts in web engineering and HCI conferences, and was pushed between the two worlds as neither wanted to accept my work. For web engineering, I did too much on interfaces, and for HCI it was too much engineering. I also think part of the problem was lack of a clear research method. I did not think of system building as a research method at the time; in fact, I was warned about it and, depending on who I talk to, sometimes still struggle to explain that even though my research involves a lot of engineering, it is still research. When I was introduced to Alan Hevner’s design science research, I thought that is what I was doing. However, I still think that even with specific engineering committees at CHI and whole conferences such as EICS, there is still a lot of confusion about the science part, and we still have a hard time acknowledging systems research.

My PhD thesis [17] essentially developed around a set of tools [21, 24, 25] that I designed to investigate new methods and techniques to create more flexible and adaptive interfaces. I was interested in this topic because of the on-going proliferation of new computing devices, with many new touch devices coming out in all kinds of form factors since the iPhone started the trend in 2007. This was a risky PhD topic for all the three reasons stated above; in particular, there was already a long history of research into context-aware and adaptive interfaces. However, existing research struggled to meet the needs of practitioners and industry as the proposed solutions did not always seem useful and practical. This introduced me to two additional tools research challenges.

First, some of the tools that I created (e.g., jQMultiTouch [24] and W3Touch [25]) were much more simple and practical than a lot of the existing user interface research which was based on more generic notions of context awareness and complex model-based approaches. While my work seemed more closely aligned with practitioner needs, it also seemed less generalizable and, to some, probably even less “research-y.”

Second, some of the techniques that I created ended up being similar to what is now called “responsive web design.” While I would argue that my PhD thesis pioneered many of the concepts, or at least developed them in parallel, it is difficult to hold up this claim because of articles in popular science1 that appeared before a Master’s thesis [31] was published in [22].

After my PhD thesis, I started to work on cross-device interfaces, which seemed like a natural follow-on and nice extension of my prior work on context-adaptive interfaces because techniques had so far been limited to adapting interfaces to one device at a time. As part of this research, I created a family of XD tools that addressed all kinds of issues around the design, development, and testing of cross-device interfaces. For example, I created XDStudio [23], a new GUI builder for visually designing distributed user interfaces for multi-device environments such as meeting rooms or classrooms, investigating simulated and cross-device authoring strategies. After XDStudio, I created tools like XDKinect [26] to enable rapid prototyping of cross-device interfaces using Kinect as an intermediator, XDSession [20] to provide new tools for developing and testing cross-device interfaces based on useful

---

1https://alistapart.com/article/responsive-web-design
abstractions in a multi-device data session concepts, and XD-Browser to enable end-users by making the concepts of distributed interfaces so far limited to toolkits directly available in web browsers. In a first paper [19], I used XD-Browser to study what kinds of cross-device interfaces end-users would want to have given an existing single-device interface. This study led to a first set of cross-device patterns. In a second paper [18], I used XD-Browser to study how single-device interfaces can be semi-automatically transformed into cross-device interfaces based on the patterns.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR TOOLKITS RESEARCH
While most of the paper talks about challenges, let us start by highlighting a few of the opportunities for toolkits research.

First, by doing research on novel kinds of user interfaces and toolkits to support the creation of them we as researchers have an important say in what the next generation of user interfaces might be. For example, a lot of the research on multi-touch was only made possible through new technologies such as the DiamondTouch table [7] and toolkits such as DiamondSpin [30]. They formed the basis of a wide range of studies on multi-touch interaction and collaborative tabletop interfaces for many years and still continue to play a role even today.

Second, toolkits are important to push two primary aspects of research: concepts and applications.

When examining a toolkit, I look for interesting new concepts that make existing techniques significantly easier and/or faster. In practice, jQuery and Bootstrap are two of the most disruptive JavaScript and HTML/CSS toolkits we have in the web development domain. The elegance, expressiveness, and power of both found such wide adoption among developers and also researchers (jQMultiTouch [24], Weave [2]) that some of the concepts made it to the HTML5 and CSS3 standards. In research, web automation and manipulation toolkits like Chickenfoot [1] and CoScripter [14] had similar impact due to their concepts being based on rendered web pages and sloppy keywords rather than proper references to interface elements in code. A lot of the research on end-user scripting and programming by demonstration was pushed by these toolkits with Highlight [27] being an example that builds on CoScripter to enable the desktop-to-mobile adaptation based on end-user demonstration of desired interactions.

The other major question I ask about a toolkit is what kinds of new applications it enables. For example, when looking at cross-device toolkits such as Panelrama [32], Weave [2], and WatchConnect [8], one thing to notice is the increased effort to support cross-device interfaces around smartwatches. In WatchConnect, this effort does not stop with toolkit support in software. Rather, it also provides hardware support for developers to create new kinds of smartwatch sensors.

CHALLENGES FOR TOOLKITS RESEARCH
Now let us turn to some of the challenges for toolkits research. These range from practical, to technical, to methodical challenges. Another challenge is the writing of a toolkit's paper itself. Despite some good pointers and recommendations from senior researchers in the field [28, 9], my own experience both as an author and as a reviewer for CHI and EICS for many years shows that there is still little agreement among researchers on what makes good systems research.

Staying Ahead of the Game
Toolkits research should always attempt to stay ahead of the game. I have seen many “good” papers rejected because they either did not significantly push the concepts, the applications, or both parts. It seems harder to “sell” a toolkit that tackles an old problem, even though it might do it very well, than a toolkit that tackles a new problem, even though it might just be scratching the surface. So one way to alleviate shortcomings in toolkit design can be targeting cutting-edge interaction technologies. For example, I would say that the earlier generation of multi-touch toolkits did not innovate with concepts, but it enabled new applications. In the later generation (e.g., Proton [12]), this shifted towards new concepts that essentially enabled very similar applications, but did so in much more innovative ways. This was quite similar with multimodal and multi-device toolkits. After crowdsourcing, it is currently 3D printing and fabrication that receive a lot of interest in systems research. Note that many of these technologies were not novel at the time; rather, we speak of the multi-touch and 3D printing revolution. Interestingly, although IoT definitely received a big push in industry, in toolkits research this was not so much the case. The researchers that I know worked on IoT toolkits (e.g., fabryq [16], Bluewave [6]) were given a hard time making the unique challenges clear given that a lot of the problems seemed to have already been addressed by prior multi-device research. Given the proliferation of new VR/AR consumer devices, it will be interesting to see whether there will be another wave of VR/AR toolkits, perhaps focused on wearable devices, after the success of projection-based toolkits such as RoomAlive [10]. In any case, support for blending the physical and the digital design worlds will become more important in the future. Again, WatchConnect [8] is a good example here as it supports both software and hardware interface prototyping in one toolkit.

Balancing Toolkit Practicality and Generalizability
This goes back to what I said earlier about practical vs. generic solutions. The literature on model-driven user interface research is full of comprehensive approaches based on complex models and multi-level abstractions. For example, MARIA [29] is a versatile and powerful model-based framework that was created based on many years of research. Yet, the process required to define interfaces and the kinds of interfaces that can be generated in the end often seem neither practical nor complex. My stance on this is that less is more. It is okay if a particular proposal does not provide full-fledged support as long as the design rationale is sound and limitations are clearly articulated. I find an elegant solution for a well-scoped interface problem is more likely to generate concrete results and hence gain traction as long as it improves, rather than trying to replace, existing workflows. As an inspiring example, I would like to mention the case of Adobe Lightroom here [11], where studies with professional and serious amateur photographers provided unique insights into their existing patchwork processes and how to best provide a solution that integrates well with Adobe Photoshop.
Designing for the Next Generation of Designers

Another common pitfall with toolkits research is not clearly identifying the users. This was not so much a problem some years ago when the distinction between users and developers was clearer, but given that users nowadays often are both consumers and producers thanks to enabling tools, the line becomes fuzzier. In the research on end-user programming, the term “end-user” was commonly used to refer to non-technical users as opposed to developers with programming skill. It can help to put the research into the appropriate context by citing relevant research in that domain (e.g., from [4]), but it is better to make it explicit by clearly stating the assumed skill of target users and ideally include studies that help identify the needs of those users. This is something that I think was quite well done in Snap-to-It [5]. It goes without saying that the expectation will be that it is also those kinds of users that will be recruited for testing a toolkit as part of the evaluation. For many of my cross-device systems, I had to explain and justify why I studied with participants that only had experience creating mobile and responsive interfaces rather than “real” cross-device developers. It took some effort to convince reviewers that this generation of developers does not exist yet, as the solutions so far are often still research prototypes and it will take some time before they mature and are picked up.

Dealing with the Proliferation of New Toolkits

In some of the recently booming areas such as multi-touch or cross-device interfaces, a large number of toolkits were created and documented in the literature. In particular, in the cross-device domain, many of them almost seem to have been developed in parallel, without actually citing or building on top of each other. I remember presenting in the CHI 2014 session on multi-device interfaces and all of us were surprised to see that we worked on toolkits pushing similar ideas and developing many of the same features. I was surprised to see the sheer number of cross-device toolkits that came out in 2014 and 2015. I would say that in some areas the “market” is saturated and any new attempt to publish a toolkit may just be turned down as “yet another toolkit.” This does not mean that there is no more need for new systems research, but it will become increasingly difficult for a new toolkit to be significantly different in the concepts that it proposes or applications that it enables. Exceptions include the Weave and WatchConnect toolkits mentioned earlier, where jQuery-like device selection techniques, storyboard generation from cross-device code [3], and support for hardware prototyping of smartwatch interfaces added significant research value.

Releasing Toolkits to Facilitate Toolkits Research

Last, I wanted to raise the issue that most toolkits research I know ended with the release of the toolkit for download. This is necessary but not sufficient. It is necessary to enable others to try out toolkits and do comparative evaluations, which is often asked by reviewers despite the fact that many previous systems are not actually available and only “exist” in research papers. It is not sufficient, however, because in most cases this is where the toolkits research actually begins. To truly understand the capabilities and value proposition of a toolkit, it is important to study how it is used by others than the toolkit authors and a few study participants. The true value of Chick-enfoot and CoScripter was revealed when others started to adopt the ideas and build on top of those tools. Unfortunately, in the multi-device domain, there are no such leading examples. Perhaps tools like Webstrates [13] and XDBrowser [19] could grow into that role as they recently enabled some workshop activities at CHI and EICS. But we need more hands-on and discussion-heavy workshops like XDUI, Cross-Surface and now #HCI.Tools to foster discussion around those issues.

WORKSHOP CONTRIBUTION AND ACTIVITIES

In summary, I am excited about the #HCI.Tools workshop to be held at CHI 2017. I would like to contribute my experience and knowledge in the form of discussion or presentation of selected research prototypes from my XD tools research.

Moreover, I would like to propose three types of activities that I think would benefit #HCI.Tools workshop participants.

First, I have previously organized mock program committees reviewing systems papers and run reading groups analyzing examples of “good” toolkits papers. This would require some prep work of participants, but could be limited to one paper, e.g., WatchConnect [8] and a framework such as Olsen’s [28].

Second, I think it will be interesting to look at how toolkit research has evolved over time both in terms of design and evaluation. An activity that extracts best practices and guidelines from a larger corpus of papers could be based on group work reviewing selected genres of toolkit papers, e.g., on multi-touch or cross-device interfaces, or time, e.g., before and after Olsen’s framework appeared at UIST 2007.

Third, let us discuss new trends in toolkits research such as blending the digital and the physical, and again the impact on both design and evaluation. Interesting examples can be found in the research on cross-device and proxemic interaction, including WatchConnect and Proximity Toolkit [15].
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